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US COMICS

Young Readers
Urban Legendz – NEW

Nick Bruno, Paul Downs & Michael Yates
Ages 10 and up

Format: 17.5 x 23.6 cm, hardcover, color, 112 pages, one shot,
June 2019
Alligators in the Sewers, Living Gargoyles, Monsters in the
Toilet… They’re haunting our neighborhood! When classic
urban legends start terrorizing present-day Brooklyn, a motley
crew of teens must fight to protect their city from the ruthless creatures trying to reclaim it. A
supernatural coming-of-age adventure that is both nostalgic and timely, from animation
artists and storytellers (Disney/Pixar, Fox Animation/Blue Sky Studios) Nick Bruno, Paul
Downs, and Michael Yates.

Scare City– NEW

Paul Jenkins, Fred Pham Chuong & Veronica R. Lopez
Ages 10 and up

Format: 20 x 27,4 cm, hardcover, color, 120 pages, one shot,
October 2019
Scare City is the metropolis where all of the world’s ghouls,
ghosts and goblins dwell in perfect harmony. It took them centuries to overcome their differences and learn to live together
in peace, but when a mysterious light begins to steal people in the night, paranoia
takes hold, revitalizing ancient tensions between clans and causing Scare City to fall
back into the hands of angry, pitchfork-wielding mobs! Its fate rests, unexpectedly, in
the hands of a compassionate zombiewitch baker, Gina, who doesn’t want to see her
home being torn apart by hate, and is willing to do whatever it takes to bring everyone
together once again.

Slice of Life
Chasing Echoes – NEW
Dan Goldman & George Schall

Format: 19.4 x 26 cm, softcover cm, color 152 pages, one shot,
November 2019
Malka, the black sheep of her family, finds out that her quirky
and estranged relatives have made elaborate plans to leave
the states and reunite in Poland to finally investigate their
Jewish roots...and she wasn’t invited. After managing to
guilt her way onto the trip as the self-appointed “Keeper of the Family Archives,” it
becomes clear that everyone has brought more baggage than suitcases. When confronted
with their reflection in the ruins of their grandfather’s old mill, they realize that they’ve
been running away from themselves for far too long, and it’s time to come together.
Chasing Echoes is a heartfelt and offbeat tale about dysfunctional family dynamics,
self-discovery and rebirth in the wake of loss.
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Biography
The Twilight Man – NEW
Koren Shadmi

Format: 20 x 27.4 cm, hardcover, color, 168 pages, one shot,
October 2019
We recognize him as our sharply dressed, cigarette-smoking
tour guide of The Twilight Zone, but the entertainment business once regarded him as the “Angry Young Man” of Hollywood. Before he became the revered master of science fiction,
Rod Serling was just a writer who had to fight to make his voice heard. He vehemently
challenged the networks and viewership alike to expand their minds and standards—
rejecting notions of censorship, racism and war. But it wasn’t until he began to write
about real world enemies in the guise of aliens and monsters that people lent their ears.
In doing so, he pushed the television industry to the edge of glory, and himself to the
edge of sanity. Sterling operated in a dimension beyond that of contemporary society,
making him both a revolutionary and an outsider. Next stop…The Twilight Man.

Historical Fiction
MPLS Sound – NEW

Hannibal Tabu, Joseph Illidge, Meredith Laxton
& Jen Bartel
Format : 19.4 x 26 cm, softcover cm, color, 128 pages, one shot,
June 2020
When Prince burst on the music scene in 1978, he musically
put Minneapolis on the map, and consequently, many local
acts on his trail. This is the story of Starchild, a band that almost made it to stardom.
This graphic novel is the ultimate love letter to the funky pop-rock sound that the
Purple One made legendary. Through Starchild’s journey, MPLS Sound chronicles,
from a distance, the birth and rise of a musical genius, and the rebirth of a city.This
graphic novel is the ultimate love letter to the funky pop-rock sound that the Purple
One made legendary.
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US COMICS

45 years after revolutionizing comics with
Metal Hurlant, Humanoids introduces
H1—a new creator-driven comic book imprint with two different types of material:
the IGNITION shared universe, in which
the fates of super-powered individuals are
intertwined with that of the Earth itself; and
original ongoing series which present a slate
of genre graphic novels from the best talents
in the US and beyond. The H1 imprint is
overseen by award-winning creators such as
Mark Waid, John Cassaday, Carla Speed
McNeil, Yanick Paquette, Kwanza Osajyefo
and many more.
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Superhero
Ignited – NEW

Mark Waid, Kwanza Osajyefo, Phil Briones,
Andrew Crossley, Mike McKone, John Cassaday &
Yanick Paquette
Format: 16.8 x 25.9 cm, color, 92 pages, ongoing series, October 2019
The lives of six teenagers are changed forever when tragedy
strikes their high school. Now the power to restore order is
literally in their hands. It was supposed to be the perfect end to
the school year, a beautiful start to summer, but it turned into a nightmare for the kids
of Phoenix Academy High School. Now, only a few months later, they’re expected to get
back to their studies, but nothing will ever be the same, especially for six of them whose
newly acquired superpowers might not be enough to restore balance to their world. Now
the choice is in their hands. Will they fight for order…or surrender to chaos?

Strangelands – NEW

Mags Visaggio, Darcie Little Badger, Moritat, Lee Loughridge,
Mike McKone, Vanesa Del Rey & Giuseppe Camuncoli
Format: 16.8 x 25,9 cm, color, 96 pages, ongoing series, December 2019
Two strangers find themselves inextricably tied together by
inexplicable superpowers. Fighting their connection could
mean destroying the world. Opposites attract? Elakshi and
Adam Land aren’t married. In fact, a month ago, they were
perfect strangers, dwelling in lands foreign to one another. But now, they’re forced to
remain by one another’s side, for their separation could mean the planet’s demise. Their
greatest challenge is to stay together — even if they have to tear the world apart to do so.

Omni – NEW

Devin Grayson, Bryan Valenza, Mike McKone &
Afua Richardson
Format: 16.8 x 25,9 cm, color, 92 pages, ongoing series, January 2020
A young, gifted doctor suddenly and mysteriously acquires superpowers...along with several other individuals on the planet. But only her power can answer why... A gifted doctor with
a vibrant, compassionate personality, Cecelia Cobbina received
boundless praise from her peers and her patients. An example for all the volunteers
working at Aspire, a non-profit organization helping people all around the world. But
that was before the incident in Africa. Before she was forced to leave her job behind...
Before she gained the ability to think faster than the speed of light. Overwhelmed with
the power to answer almost every question, she must now overcome her own fears and
tackle the one code she can’t seem to break: the truth behind the Ignited.
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Crime/Action-Adventure
Meyer – NEW

when I was a
little pisher in
short pants…

Jonathan Lang, Andrea Mutti, Andre Szymanowicz
& Shawn Martinbrough
Format: 16.8 x 25.9 cm, softcover, color, 120 pages, one shot,
September 2019
A Breaking Bad–style imaginary biography of the legendary
Jewish mobster, Meyer Lansky, as he attempts to organize his
very last con job… Old Meyer Lansky wants others to believe he’s
wasting away in a retirement home... That way he can take care of some unfinished
business in peace. But when a young janitor accidentally involves himself, the two
embark on a wild and unlawful adventure -- the destination of which neither is quite
sure. An immigrant’s story in the guise of an old mobster’s tale...

NOIR/THRILLER
The Big Country – NEW

Quinton Peeples, Dennis Calero & Darick Robertson
Format: 16.8 x 25.9 cm, color, 128 pages, one shot,
November 2019
A gritty Western standoff between a cop and a serial killer.
The Old West finally died in the '80s. But we’re in Texas, and
it’s 1978. This is the story of Grissom Callahan, the last in a
long line of sheriffs. Callahan learned everything he knows from
his father and grandfather, but the ways of the old regime don’t prove effective when a
violent serial killer emerges in their small town. In a single moment of shaking down
an informant, Grissom triggers a chain of events that will reshape his life and the world
of Texas law enforcement.

Supernatural/Horror
Nicnevin & the Bloody Queen – NEW
Helen Mullane, Dominic Reardon, Matthew Dow Smith,
Lee Loughridge & Jock
Format: 16.8 x 25.9 cm, softcover, color, 128 pages, one shot,
January 2020
Something strange has been unleashed in the North of
England. A modern-day druid commits a series of ghastly murders in an attempt to unleash the awesome power of the ancient
gods of Great Britain. But all hell really breaks loose when his latest would-be victim,
Nicnevin “NISSY” Oswald, turns out to be more than she seems. A hypnotizing British
tale mixing black magic and horror, and godfathered by Jock, one of the new masters
of comic book suspense!

US COMICS
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…I thought I
saw the hand
of God in the
East River.

What was
my crime?

some italian
punks roughed
me up and
tossed me into
the drink.

Being just
another
Yid from
the Lower
East Side.
I could
barely
dog
paddle--

Science fiction

The Jodoverse

Alejandro Jodorowsky is, without a doubt, among the best and most prolific comic book writers of our times. He is also one
of the major artists of our century and has left a long-lasting imprint on the different fields of his atypical work: director of
avantgarde films, poet, international writer…and, of course, he also happens to be a specialist in tarot cards.

The Seven Lives of Alejandro
Jodorowsky (Les Sept Vies d’AJ) – NEW
Curated by Vincent Bernière

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 208 pages, August 2019
Monograph produced in partnership with Les Cahiers de la BD.
Comics, tarot, cinema, mime, theater, novel, poetry, psycho-magic... Alejandro Jodorowsky may be 90 years old now, but he is still experimenting, creating, and meeting
with success (sometimes on a global scale) with all the various art forms he uses to express his rich personal universe. This beautiful, abundantly illustrated book, written by
a handful of experts on the subject matter, brings us the first in-depth exploration of the
Chilean master in all his many facets, even the more intimate, and less familiar ones.

Jodorowsky 90th Anniversary
Edition – NEW

Various

Format: 19.8 x 26.7 cm, hardcover, color & b & w, 536-240 pages, 12
volume series
Rights available
In celebration of the 90th Birthday of a creator unlike any other, Les Humanoïdes
Associés are reprinting works from their 30-some years of collaboration, in the form of a
collection of twelve books embellished with extensive bonus material. Originally from the
fields of theater and cinema, Alejandro Jodorowsky has written for many of the world's
leading comic book artists.

VOLUME 1
LES YEUX DU CHAT
L’INCAL
AU COEUR DE
L’INVIOLABLE MÉTABUNKER
with Mœbius

EUCHARISTIQUE
with J.H. Williams III
L’OEUF ALCHIMIQUE
with Ciruelo Cabral
QUI RÊVE
MAINTENANT ?
with Jerome Opeña

VOLUME 2
LA SAGA
D’ALANDOR
with Silvio Cadelo
LA PASSION DE
DIOSAMANTE
with Jean-Claude Gal
DUNE, LE FILM QUE
VOUS NE VERREZ
JAMAIS
LE SOLEIL

VOLUME 3
LE LAMA BLANC
LES JUMEAUX
MAGIQUES
with Georges Bess

science fiction

VOLUME 4
AVANT L’INCAL
with Zoran Janjetov
LE MOT
with Marc Riou et Mark

Vigouroux
INVASION
with Igor Baranko
LE COUPABLE
with Christian Hojgaard
VOLUME 5
ANIBAL CINQ
with Georges Bess
MEGALEX
with Fred Beltran
ROBOCHRIST
with Axel Medellin Machain
MAÎTRES DU DESTIN
with Adi Granov
LE KHONDOR LOYAL
with Pascal Alixe
VOLUME 6

LA CASTE DES MÉTABARONS
LE RÊVE DE L’INCAL
with Juan Gimenez
VOLUME 7
LA FOLLE DU SACRÉCOEUR
with Mœbius
LE TRÉSOR DE
L’OMBRE
with François Boucq
LA DETTE
with Carlos Meglia
VOLUME 8
GRIFFES D’ANGE
with Mœbius
LA VÉRITÉ EST AU
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FOND DES RÊVES
with Jean-Jacques Chaubin
DOUBLE SECRET
with Sylvain
GILLES HAMESH
with Durandur
VOLUME 9
JUAN SOLO
with Georges Bess
PIETROLINO
with O.G. Boiscommun
VOLUME 10
LES TECHNOPÈRES
with Zoran Janjetov et Fred
Beltran
VOLUME 11

APRÈS L’INCAL
with Mœbius
FINAL INCAL
with Ladrönn
LES ARMES DU
MÉTA-BARON
with Travis Charest et
Zoran Janjetov
CASTAKA
with Das Pastoras
LE TATOUAGE DES
CASTAKA
with Juan Gimenez
LES LARMES D’OR
with Ladrönn
VOLUME 12
BOUNCER
with François Boucq

Simak

- NEW

Jerry Frissen & Jean-Michel Ponzio

Pourquoi ces
choses nous ontelles attaqués ?

Format : 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights available

Pour ce qu’on
possède. nos vêtements,
nos armes...
... Ou notre
viande.

The Moon of Hesperia: Phoenix, a gifted but amnesiac policeman witnesses the murder of his teammate. His investigation
leads him to Solar Corona, the city-planet of all debauchery,
where he crosses paths with the Simaks – transhumans originally designed for prostitution, but who have discovered something much more sinister in their technology. In the
heart of this violent and corrupt universe, his thirst for justice will lead Phoenix on a
trail to discover the Simaks' origins and their capacity for destruction.

Là, nous y
sommes presque.

Première fois
qu’on en veut à
ma... viande. Merci !

J’ai juste épargné
une indigestion à
cette créature...

The Metabaron (Méta-Baron)

Simak T1.indd 48

14/05/2018 19:48

Alejandro Jodorowsky, Jerry Frissen, Valentin Sécher,
Niko Henrichon & Dylan Teague

J’aurais pu vous ôter vos absurdes
vies, mais aucune ne vaut la peine que
je rompe mon serment.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 10 volume series
Rights sold: German, Dutch, Spanish, English, Italian, Croatian, Russian & Polish

Les soutes sont pleines. nous
n’aurons plus besoin de revenir
ici avant des siècles.

A new cycle of the international bestselling science-fiction saga —
The Metabarons! The Metabaron once single-handedly brought
the Techno-Techno Empire to its knees. But in the chaos that followed, a new regime within
the Techno-Techno civilization has rebuilt by seizing control of the galaxy’s most precious
fuel, Epiphyte. When this tyrannical new force learns that the Metabaron is back and
headed towards Marmola, the only known source of Epiphyte, the Empire dispatches its
most trusted servant: the notoriously invulnerable and cruel Techno-Admiral Wilhelm-100.
Can the Metabaron save the universe once more, or has he finally met his match?

non, Tonto. nous
ne partons plus.

Mais... ? Maître, je
ne comprends pas.

Marmola... Quand
j’ai foulé son sol,
quand j’ai vu ce que
la cupidité TechnoTechno en a fait...
Quelque chose que
je dois comprendre.

... Il s’est passé
quelque chose en moi.

Cette planète m’a rappelé
qu’elle faisait partie de moi.

The Metabarons
(La Caste des Méta-Barons)
34

35

Meta-baron-T1.indd 35

13/06/2017 18:09

- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Juan Gimenez
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-116 pages, 8 volume series
& la Maison des Ancêtres
Rights sold: English, Italian, Dutch, German, Portuguese (Portugal &
Brazil), Spanish, Polish, Catalan, Croatian, Serbian, Czech, Danish,
Swedish, Greek, Hungarian, Russian, Japanese & Chinese (simplified)
A grand scale space opera about family, sacrifice, and survival told within an immense
universe, both in scope and originality. The must-read cult spin-off of The Incal, by Mœbius and Jodorowsky, centering around the fascinating lineage of the ultimate warrior.
This collection introduces the Metabaron’s bloodline and reveals the origins of their deepseated principles. Find out the source of the family’s vast wealth, learn why every Metabaron has cybernetic implants, and why the only way to become the next Metabaron is for him
to defeat his own father in a mortal combat. Follow each successive generation as it struggles
to overcome the forces amassed against it in a galaxy corrupted by greed, power, and terror.
A true classic in the pantheon of graphic storytelling and Science Fiction as a whole.

28

Caste-Meta-barons-T1.indd 28

16/06/2017 10:52

Key Points: Over two million copies sold in the world • Translated into 19 languages
Awards: Micheluzzi prize for best foreign comics series in Italy 2000
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Weapons of the Metabaron
(Les Armes du Méta-Baron)

This initiation, this ultimate challenge, is the
inescapable core of the Metabaron tradition.
no member of the caste can avoid it…

Alejandro Jodorowsky, Travis Charest & Zoran Janjetov

The hour has come,
my son! You must now
fight me to prove that
you received a proper
education.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 60 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, German, Italian, Spanish (Spain & Chile), Portuguese, Dutch, Danish, Serbian & Polish

Either you
will succeed in
killing me, or you
you will die. now
attack me!

I can't,
father-mother,
I can't…

The seminal series’ spin-off story recounting how the mightiest
warrior in the universe built his arsenal of war. The creative trio
of Jodorowsky, Charest, and Janjetov shows us how the Metabaron assembled the galaxy’s
most powerful and destructive weapons in an effort to secure his position as the universe’s
ultimate warrior. Travis Charest's (artist on Wildcats, WildC.A.T.s/X-Men: The Golden
Age, and Star Wars comics cover artist) interpretation of The Metabarons’ mythology.

My son, show
no sign of weakness!
Summon the mastery of
an implacable warrior.
I am at the ready!

You are cheating,
Aghora. I can see you
are not using your
superhuman powers
in this fight.

16

Weapons of the Metabarons.indd 16
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Metabarons Genesis: Castaka
-COMPLETEDSERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Das Pastoras

On your feet,
Oriela: you are
no longer an enemy
slave… The Castakas
are no more…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian, German Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch,
Danish, Polish, Serbian, & Japanese
Press rights sold: Greek
Before the Metabarons there were the Castakas, a clan of
lawless pirates - this is their story. The Metabarons recounted the extraordinary saga
of the genealogy of the galaxy’s ultimate warrior. But his ancestors also had ancestors.
And far from being noble warriors with an inflexible code, one will discover they were
in fact disloyal, vengeful pirates born out of brutality and war. From legendary creator
Alejandro Jodorowsky and artist Das Pastoras, and for all of those who dreamt of a
sequel to The Metabarons, comes instead the origin tale of their first ancestor, Dayal
de Castaka.

Henceforth,
you will be Queen
of the Amakuras…
My astrological
seers have revealed
to me that you are
pregnant with
a Baron…

Ha! HA! HA!
Your intangible soul
has no interest for me,
woman! But your belly
does: it will give me
an heir!

…but you will
never possess
my soul!

You may
have violated
my loins,
Divadal…

Open
Wide our
gates!
So that all women,
wives, mothers, daughters,
and sisters, may welcome
back our invincible
heroes!

Die,
bitches
die!

23
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Anibal 5 - COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Georges Bess
Format: 22,5 x 29,7 cm, hardcover, color, 64-68 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish, German, Polish, Finnish & English
Press rights sold: English

Je… Mon nom ?... Je ne
me souviens même pas de
mon propre nom ! Je ne me
souviens plus de rien ! Shit !

Mais qu’est-ce
que je fiche dans ce
mauvais trip, bon sang
de bon sang !?

La seule chose qui me vient à
l’esprit, c’est que je dois
contacter l’agent Echo !

Dans quel
merdier
me suis-je
fourré ?

The misadventures of a sex-addicted cyborg humorously subvert classic science fiction and super-spy tropes. The European
Defense Organization (EDO) is entrusted with protecting the
Earth from cosmic terrorists bent on the destruction of humanity. Their key weapon:
a sex-obsessed secret agent by the name of Anibal 5. As Anibal and the rest of EDO’s
eclectic team battle evil dictators, nymphet clones, and a mysterious criminal syndicate,
things turn inevitably, and irrevocably, delirious and erotic.

Le blanc
total !... À
part… À part…
Echo !

Allez, le bossu !
Tu vas faire un
petit saut dans
ton trou !

… Et retrouver
les autres
cafards de
ton espèce !

9
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The Incal (L’Incal) - COMPLETED SERIES
Alejandro Jodorowsky & Mœbius

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-60 pages, 6 volume series & les Mystères de
l’Incal • Rights sold: English (UK & US), German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese (Portugal
& Brazil), Serbian, Spanish, Swedish, Catalan, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian, Czech, Greek,
Danish, Korean, Chinese (simplified), Russian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Polish, Macedonian,
Croatian & Turkish • Press rights sold: Slovenian

The Sci-Fi masterpiece by Mœbius and Jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby detective John Difool as he searches for the precious and coveted Incal.
John Difool, a low-class detective in a degenerate dystopian world, finds his life turned
upside down when he discovers an ancient, mystical artifact called “The Incal.” Difool’s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy’s greatest warrior, the Metabaron,
and will pit him against the awesome powers of the Technopope. These encounters and
many more make up a tale of comic and cosmic proportions that has Difool fighting for
not only his very survival, but also the survival of the entire universe.

6

Incal-T1.indd 6
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Key Points: Over three million copies sold in the world. The most sold science fiction graphic novel

so far • Translated into 27 languages • Awards: Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius

Before The Incal (Avant L’Incal)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Zoran Janjetov
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-52 pages, 6 volume series
Rights sold: English, Croatian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Italian,
Portuguese (Brazil), Danish, Polish, Greek, Finnish, Czech, Serbian, Turkish &
Japanese • Press rights sold: Italian

The adventures of a young John Difool before he became the most
famous Sci-Fi anti-hero. Alejandro Jodorowsky and Janjetov, with the help of Fred Beltran
on colors, bring us back to the youth of the most famous Class “R” private investigator.
Right from the very first book of this series, We are instantly plunged back into the unique
atmospheric world of The Incal, as we witness John Difool’s search for his identity and
his origins, his first meeting with Deepo, and the appearance of many of the series’ key
characters, such as the Metabaron or Diavaloo, the TV addicts’ favorite host.

Final Incal - After The Incal
(Après L’Incal) - COMPLETED SERIES

11
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Alejandro Jodorowsky, Mœbius & Ladrönn

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, German, Dutch, Spanish, Danish, Serbian,
Croatian, Finnish, Italian, Polish, Czech, Turkish, Japanese & Portuguese

All I remember
is that I love
Luz!

A mysterious metallic virus has devastated the immense City-Shaft,
and John Difool is going to have to once again transform himself
into humanity’s improbable savior! The final cycle of the adventures of John Difool,
After The Incal, wasn’t completed when Mœbius stopped working on the series. When
Jodorowsky discovered the talent of Jose Ladrönn, he rewrote After The Incal for him,
which morphed into Final Incal. Two variations thus coexist: After The Incal by Mœbius and Final Incal by Ladrönn. Additionally, a special version, Final Incal 2 was
published under the title After The Incal 2 and perfectly follows After The Incal 1.
The reader thus has the choice between two versions: After The Incal (vol. 1 by Mœbius,
vol. 2 & 3 by Ladrönn) and Final Incal (all three books by Ladrönn).

You can
always find me,
can’t you…

Croot!
Oh, Deepo!

Croot!

Come on,
Deepo…We’re in
real danger!

*Kof,

kof!*
Croot!

Bburggh!
Bggghh!

Shhh!
Bgggh…

burgggh!
Okay, that’s
disgusting!

Key Points: Translated into 14 languages
Awards: Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius •Eisner Award winning artist – Ladrönn

17
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AleJandro Jodorowsky’s
Screaming Planet
(Astéroïde Hurlant)
Alejandro Jodorowsky & various

Format: 21 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 124 pages, anthology
Rights sold: English & Italian
Press rights sold: Turkish
Alejandro Jodorowsky steps up to the challenge of the short
graphic novel story format by collaborating with an international panoply of artists. A
collection of Sci-Fi short stories all written by Alejandro Jodorowsky (The Incal, The
Metabarons) and illustrated by talent from various countries and different graphic
traditions. The thematic thread of these tales: an asteroid spawned from the destruction
of a planet produces sounds (a “howling shriek”) which, when crossing an inhabited
world, creates a change or imbalance within it…

The Technopriests
(Les Technopères) – COMPLETED SERIES
Alejandro Jodorowsky, Zoran Janjetov & Fred Beltran

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 8 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Portuguese (Brazil), Polish, Serbian,
Czech, Dutch, Danish, Italian, German, Korean, Japanese & Croatian
The cosmic adventures of a young boy on his path to ridding
the galaxy of an insidious technological plague. After the Greek
tragedy of The Metabarons, Alejandro Jodorowsky comes back to his biblical roots with
this quest reminiscent of Moses and set on a galactic scale. To top it off, the characters
and the theme of virtual reality are tailor-made for artist Zoran Janjetov (Before The
Incal), who finds in Jodorowsky his perfect match. Albino, hero of this space odyssey,
remembers his childhood, his apprenticeship, and the big and small battles he had to fight
to fulfill his ambitions in a universe where technological advances are paradoxically
matched only by the cruelty and the barbarism of the forces controlling it.

50
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Key Points: Over 600,000 copies sold in the world • Translated into 13 languages

Megalex - COMPLETED SERIES

Megalex T1 MEP new reimp8.qxd
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11:45

Page 36

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Fred Beltran

À PRÉSENT, JE VAIS VOUS ADMINISTRER
UNE DÉCHARGE DE NEMOTEX...

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-60 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Portuguese, German, Spanish, Italian, Danish,
Greek, Dutch & Polish
Press rights sold: Croatian

VOUS POSSÉDEZ DÉJÀ EN
VOUS-MÊME TOUTES LES
INFORMATIONS NÉCESSAIRES... IL VOUS SUFFIT DE
VOUS SOUVENIR...

OUVREZ LES VANNES
DE VOS MÉMOIRES...

An original Sci-Fi adventure of rebellion against a totalitarian
and oppressive world, as only imagined by master storyteller
Alejandro Jodorowsky. On Megalex, the city-planet, the laws of nature are prohibited. The
tyrannical order reigns over a renewed population controlled by genetic manipulation. Due
to the repeated attacks of the neighboring primitive and impenetrable forest, the urbanized
system in command mistakenly allows an “anomaly,” a clone policeman nearly 10 ft tall,
to escape. Guided by Adama, one of the rebels fighting for their freedom, the gentle giant
manages to join the rebel camp and help them go up against the evil powers of Megalex.

science fiction

12

MEGALEX, NOTRE CITÉ PLANÉTAIRE...
TELLE APPARAÎT, POUR NOTRE PLUS
GRANDE FIERTÉ, POUR NOTRE
ORGUEIL MÊME,

36

Alandor (La Saga d’Alandor)
Alejandro Jodorowsky & Silvio Cadelo

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 122 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: German
Amid the debris of a shattered universe of an ancient species
that self-destructed, political and religious factions are fighting to bring back a powerful ancient God. Alandor, a young
nobleman with a bright future ahead of him, discovers he’s gravely ill. Rejected by his
own kind, he soon becomes the leader of a group of bandits and joins the quest to find
the ancient God. One of Jodorowsky’s first tales, Alandor was written at the same time
as the celebrated The Incal.

Ardor (Ardeur)
Alex & Daniel Varenne

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, b & w, 480 pages, omnibus
The world has been ravaged by nuclear warfare in the wake of
the Cold War. Ardor, a war- disabled deserter, is on the run,
wandering through a post-apocalyptic landscape. Through
improbable encounters, he embarks on a journey toward Warschau, the last cradle of civilization… Long before Alex Varenne burst on the scene as
one of the Masters of European Eroticism, he published this black and white volume with
his brother Daniel in the early 1980s. A masterpiece of European Comics.

13

science fiction

Mœbius œuvres
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-120 pages, 10 volume series
Omnibus rights sold: German
Classic re-editions of Mœbius’ works in a new collection that gathers
his mythical short stories, originally published in the pages of Métal
Hurlant and other great BD magazines of the 1970s–1980s, in
addition to his most famous titles. This luxurious collection contains
the absolute must-have of Mœbius’ oeuvre, as well as other treasures not to be missed. During
the 1970s, Jean Giraud, known under the cartoonist name Gir, decided to create for himself
another artistic personality. Having up until then only illustrated a classic western story
(Blueberry), he decided to use a new pen name, Mœbius, to explore different styles and types
of comic book art, thus revolutionizing modern French comic books under the influence of
American underground art and the counter-culture wave. Co-founder of Métal Hurlant
magazine and Les Humanoïdes Associés, Mœbius reinvented the aesthetics of science fiction
comics. With stories such as Arzach, Le Major Fatal, and many other short stories, Mœbius’
work has had a worldwide impact on pop culture. Among the works compiled in this new
collection, are two books that were originally published only once before, in the early 1990s,
Chaos (which contains several paintings by Mœbius) and Chroniques Métalliques.

11
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Key Points: Translated into 15 languages
Awards: Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius • Albert Uderzo Prize 2004 – Mœbius • French National Order of Merit –
Mœbius • Arzach – Grand Prix Saint-Michel 1976 • Best Classic Album Award, Sao Paulo 2012

The Airtight Garage (le
Garage Hermétique)
120 pages color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Croatian, Finnish, Polish, Czach, Serbian, Russian, Chinese
(simplified), Portuguese (Brazil & Portugal) & Swedish • Press rights sold:
Danish, Italian, Portuguese & Spanish
Citadelle Aveugle
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Serbian, Spanish, Polish, Czech &
Croatian • Press rights sold: Italian, Por-

science fiction

tuguese, Chinese (simplified) & Croatian
Escale sur Pharagonescia
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Croatian, Czech, Polish, Portuguese & Chinese (simplified)
The Long Tomorrow
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Serbian, Chinese (simplified), Polish, Czech & Croatian •
Press rights sold: Italian & Portuguese

Les Vacances du major
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Czech, Spanish, Polish, Croatian,
Portuguese (Brazil) & Chinese (simplified)
Le Bandard fou
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Croatian, Serbian,
Chinese (simplified), Polish, Portuguese
(Brazil) & Chinese (simplified)
Arzach
56 pages, black and white and color -

14

Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Croatian, Polish, Serbian, Portuguese (Portugal & Brazil),
Chinese (simplified) & Czech
Press Rights sold: Italian & Finnish
L’Homme du Ciguri
56 pages cm, color - Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: German, Danish, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish, Croatian, Polish, Finnish,
Portuguese (Brazil) & Chinese (simplified)
Chaos
88 pages cm, color, illustrated collection -

Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish, Serbian,
Polish, Chinese (simplified) & Portuguese (Brazil)
Press rights sold: Italian & Spanish
Chroniques
Métalliques
88 pages cm, color, illustrated collection Format: 21.2 x 29
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish, Serbian, Polish, Chinese (simplified) & Portuguese
(Brazil)

Savage Highway (Part of the
Retroworlds shared universe)

You should
know by now what
happens when you
don’t listen to
me, bitch!

- COMPLETED SERIES

Adapted from the work of Julia Verlanger
Mathieu Masmondet & Zhang Xiaoyu
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Chinese (simplified) & English
What
the…?

The world of today is no longer. Amidst the ruins of our civilization, men and women
have been forced to evolve in a savage and unforgiving environment. In order to survive,
some have become cannibals, some have banded together for protection, while others chose
the solitary route; known as loners. Such is Mo, an imposing and taciturn figure who
wanders France’s desolate highways to the rhythm of the changing seasons. When he saves
a young woman, Helen, from a band of vicious cannibals, he doesn’t realize the turn
his destiny has just taken. A breathtaking adaptation from Julia Verlanger’s oeuvre and
one of French science fiction’s great classics, beautifully brought to life by Zhang Xiaoyu.

Gggghhh…

Oh shit!

14
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Retroworld (Part of the
Retroworlds shared universe)

16/07/08

17:34

Page 7

Maintenant !

- COMPLETED SERIES

Adapted from the work of Julia Verlanger
Patrick Galliano, Cédric Peyravernay & Bazal
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian, Spanish, Dutch & German
A rich Sci-Fi saga adapted from the work of Julia Verlanger, one
of the most celebrated authors of the French science fiction movement of the 1970s. Humans
have scattered and occupied the known universe for so long that many worlds have forgotten
their true, Earthly origins. The planets which retain the memory of the “Formers” have allied
together, creating a Galactic Federation, whereas the “Retros” are worlds that have returned
to a more archaic, primitive, and isolationist way of life. The Federation entrusts its best
agent, Marce, with a delicate, yet vital, mission to help a retro world called Almagiel evolve.
But political machinations, brutal living conditions, and deadly creatures may prove to be
the agent's undoing.

HAn !
HAn !

HAn !

à l’attaque !

7

Orion's Outcasts (Part of the
Retroworlds shared universe)

Tu espères
trouver autre
chose que du sable
et des cailloux
pour remplir tes
outres ?

- COMPLETED SERIES

Cette rivière
n’a pas vu d’eau couler
dans son lit depuis
des années…

Adapted from the work of Julia Verlanger
Corbeyran & Jorge Miguel

En remontant suffisamment
vers l’amont, on découvrira
peut-être une source dans
la montagne...

ça risque de
nous prendre
plusieurs
jours !

Vous êtes des
esclaves... vous
avez tout le
temps !

Maintenant
cessez de vous plaindre
et avancez !
eugh !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, English & German
aahh !

“Outcast!” The sentence is handed down at the same time as the iron brand burns Kolhen’s arm. Now, instead of his warrior tattoo, the young man wears the mark of the
rejected, the “outcasts” as they are known on the planet Absalon. Determined to prove his
innocence and to get revenge on those who set him up, Kolhen escapes captivity with the
help of the fiery Tryana, another of society’s pariahs. During his journey, Kolhen meets a
mysterious woman with golden hair, armed with unknown military tools. A magician?
No, she claims to be an envoy from another planet: Earth.

K
KK
KL

14

15

!
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The Angel with Wings of Light
(Part of the Retroworlds
shared universe) – NEW

Le territoire
des vents !

Philippe Thirault & Roberto Zaghi

Les bourrasques
deviennent de plus en plus
violentes ! Accroche-toi
Sirane !

Difficile de maintenir
l’appareil !

Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series,
August 2019
Merde…

In the distant future, Earthlings explore worlds scattered at
the far reaches of the cosmos, on which civilizations have often
forgotten they are descendants of settlers from Earth. Two young agents on a mission visit
a planet that has reverted to a medieval way of life, but when they save a young pregnant
woman who has been sentenced to death for mating with a mysterious and mythical
"angel with wings of light,” they find themselves entrenched in political turmoil with a
religious party who has ascended to power.

… les perturbations
magnétiques de l’orage
dérèglent tout ! Les
instruments partent
en vrille !

Je crois
qu’on va vite avoir
la réponse.

Comment
croire qu’un peuple
puisse vivre dans cet
enfer ?

Le radar
indique six échos
qui volent au
280 !

ROBERT SILVERBERG'S COLONIES
- Downward to the Earth
(Retour sur Belzagor)

n… non !
Moi… MOi
AUSSi !

Adapted from the work of Robert Silverberg
Philippe Thirault & Laura Zuccheri

De l’eau…
De l’eau… Sinon
je vais mourir...

BOiRE !
ViVRE !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages,
1st season of 2 volumes completed, 2nd season 2021
Rights sold: Dutch, Italian, German, Spanish & Polish
Ex-lieutenant Eddie Gundersen returns to Belzagor, where he left behind his youthful
illusions, the love of his life, and a shameful history as a brutal colonialist. Today, the
planet has been returned to its two native, intelligent species: the Nildorors and the Sulidorors. Acting as a guide for a scientific expedition deep within native territory, Gundersen
confronts his inner demons and settles old scores with a planet that hasn’t yet revealed all
its secrets to him. Adapted from the novel by Robert Silverberg, Downward to the Earth,
and illustrated by Laura Zuccheri (The Swords of Glass).
Awards:

nOOOn...

Je ne peux pas rester comme
ça ! C’est un cauchemar, je
veux me réveiller.

Les deux
nildoror
se sont
transformés
en humains. Ils
sont devenus
nous !

nOOOn...

33
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Most Promising New Author of Hugo Award 1956 - Silverberg

Identity Theft
(Identités troubles) –NEW

voici le corps,
monsieur Cinil. Nous
n’allons découvrir
que le visage.

Vous n’aurez qu’à nous confirmer
que ce n’est pas de votre femme
qu’il s’agit et nous en aurons
terminé avec cette identification.

Philippe Scoffoni

Bien…

Vous avouerez
tout de même qu’il y
a des choses plus
agréables à faire…

Bon,
allons-y.

Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, hardcover, color, 144 pages, omnibus,
January 2020
Los Angeles, 2030. Criminagent Milo Deckman witnesses the
murder of a woman in broad daylight and is put in charge of
the investigation. At the morgue, a retinal scan is a match with
not one, but two distinct identities. Two men each confirm that the woman is indeed their
wife... A sci-fi crime thriller steeped in an atmosphere à la Phillip K. Dick, in which reality
seems to give way under your feet and where truth, like identity, takes on multiple forms.

Mais c’est
ma femme !!!

Amélie…

Quoi ?!

30
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Exo – COMPLETED SERIES

Jerry Frissen & Philippe Scoffoni
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: German & English
2036. NASA believes it has finally found an exo-planet capable of supporting life. Situated 40 light years from Earth,
Darwin II raises endless questions, and is immediately the
target of a space probe. Simultaneously, an orbital space station collides with a projectile coming from the Moon, killing several astronauts in the
process. Coincidence or warning?

John ?

Je crois que je
vais conduire pour
rentrer. Non ?

Voici donc un de
ces moments,
rares j’espère,
où l’enfant est plus
adulte que le père…

John ?
Hey JOHN !

22

Métal Hurlant Chronicles
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Various

Attiré dans une embuscade, le croiseur spacial
n’a même pas eu le temps de riposter.

Format: 17,6 x 26,6 cm, hardcover, color, 124-192 pages, 2 volumes, anthology
Rights sold: English & Italian
Métal Hurlant magazine was created in Paris in 1974 by Mœbius,
Druillet, and Dionnet, the founding fathers of Les Humanoïdes Associés. This movement
soon revolutionized the medium and inspired countless writers, artists, andOXYGÈNE
directors the
world over. Versions in various languages flourished everywhere, including in the States with
Heavy Metal. The French version ceased publication in 1987. But in 2002, Humanoids relaunched a limited publication of a 13-issue anthology: establishing a creative bridge between
the US and Europe. The inspiration and quality of the stories featured in this new wave were
quite simply astonishing. Includes short stories written and illustrated by comic book stars
Kurt Busiek (Avengers), Guy Davis (B.P.R.D.), and Métal Hurlant alumni Richard
Corben, in addition to many other creators from both sides of the Atlantic.

Les rebelles ont concentré leurs tirs
sur les deux organes vitaux de l’Atalanta :
Son cerveau – la passerelle Et son cœur – la salle des machines -

Dessins de Ryan Sook, scénario de R.A. Jones, couleurs de Dave Stewart

le vaisseau
va exploser !

Morts !
Ils sont
tous
morts !
… et je le
serais aussi
si je n’étais pas
en service de
maintenance !

Stop !
attendezmoi !

Mais… Ces
navettes de secours
peuvent contenir huit
personnes. Il pourrait
y avoir d’autres
survivants !

accrochetoi !
On
s’arrache !

On s’en fout !
Dans ces cas-là,
c’est chacun
pour soi.
Si
on traîne
trop…

MetalHurlantChronicles_S1.indd 5
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Key Points: TV serie adaptation “Métal Hurlant Chronicles” by WE Productions • Emblematic French Magazine that inspired US magazine Heavy Metal

Barbarella

HELP!

Jean-Claude Forest

Shaken by
the moles, the
tower on which
Barbarella stands
crumbles!

Better to be on
this fella’s back than
in his claws. if I lose my
grip, it’s “Bye-bye,
Barbarella”!

Format: 30 x 40 cm or 21 x 28,1 cm, hardcover, 72-152 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian, Portuguese (Brazil), Polish, Czech & Hungarian
Mr.
Strickno,
I presume.
You saved
my life.

Jean-Claude Forest’s timeless Erotic Sci-Fi series recounting the space adventures of the beautiful titular character is now available in a brand new edition. In Book
1 (first collected in 1964), Barbarella’s spaceship breaks down, she finds herself trapped on
the planet Lythion. There, she has a series of adventurous, and bawdy, encounters with a
variety of strange beings, from robots to angels. In Book 2, Wrath of the Minute-Eater
(first published in 1974), Barbarella’s travelling Circus Delirium enters another dimension, led by the mysterious and alluring aquaman, Narval, whose machinations catapult
Barbarella & Co. into a complex battle for the planet Spectra. Featuring a brand new,
contemporary English-language adaptation by writer Kelly Sue DeConnick (Marvel’s Captain Marvel, Avengers Assemble, Dark Horse’s Ghost, and Image’s Pretty Deadly).
Key Points: Movie adaptation "Barbarella" by Roger Vadim featuring Jane Fonda • Awards:

17

He saved
my life!
in actual fact
he did nOT — in
FACT, you were
almost the victim
of his sinister
creation!

My
respects,
dear lady.

Why yes,
I suppose I did,
my dear lady. Yes…
You need never fear
these creatures again!
Wherever they are,
you’ll find “Trident”
close behind!

What do you
mean? He didn’t inVEnT
those monsters,
did he?

He might as
well have! The fact is,
they were created just so
that MADMAn could have the
pleasure of hunting them down!
They’ve fashioned a laboratory
out of the debris from the
rocket. The scientist Klill
works there night
and day.

That scurvy
scoundrel! if
he hadn’t taken
my weapons, I’d
finish him off
right now!

30
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Grand Prix of Angoulême 1983 – Jean-Claude Forest
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The Fourth Power
(Le Quatrième Pouvoir)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Juan Gimenez

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 60-64 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Serbian
& German
Mega, a fighter pilot based on Nebula Alpha, is the only one to escape with her life after
an attack by an enemy patrol. Nebula Alpha is the main theatre of a conflict that opposes
the Krommiuns to the Planetary United States. So begins Mega's perilous journey across
enemy lines. Along the way, she saves a member of a flight crew that had come to rescue
her before being shot down. The young male doctor reveals to Mega that she has become
of utmost importance to their leaders in connection to a new weapon of incredible power.
They need her for her exceptional mental abilities and will stop at nothing to get her back.
A spectacular and riveting space opera by the illustrator of The Metabarons.

The starR conspiracy
(Léo Roa) - COMPLETED SERIES

61
QuatriemePouvoir-T1.indd 61

02/01/2018 18:36

Mmh…Mmmh!

That’s it!
in we go!

Would you get it
open already!

Juan Gimenez

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian, Spanish, Serbian, Polish & German
An outstanding whimsical adventure, filled with action and intrigue, written and illustrated by The Metabarons artist Juan
Gimenez. Leo Roa is accidentally sent hurtling through the ages when an attempt to
capture a group of terrorists collides with a time travel experiment. Simultaneously, Leo's
cousin, Meke, gets involved in the tangled politics of an ancient race due to his likeness to
one of their missing leaders. World War II fighter planes and dinosaurs all play a part in
this stand-alone story.

What
the…?

Oh, God!
What’s this?

Peeete!

Aha, now I can see again!

?

Let go, damn beast!

The craft’s handling a lot
lighter all of a sudden… Okay,
computer, here I come!

GRMPH!

no! Keep
hanging on!

17
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Clockwerx - COMPLETED SERIES

Jason Henderson, Tony Salvaggio, Izu & Jean-Baptiste Hostache
Désolé pour
la secousse.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: German, Dutch, Spanish, English & Italian

R… Reggie
s’est fait happer
par ce truc.

!
Clac

A non-stop Steampunk thrill ride featuring giant robots and
set in Victorian London. London, 1899. A series of mysterious
deaths on the shipping docks have an ex-Scotland Yard officer
on the hunt for clues. What he uncovers is a war between a huge corporation and a
renegade group of individuals, with both parties fighting for a powerful new energy
source. A pan-Atlantic collaboration between American authors Jason Henderson and
Tony Salvaggio, and French illustrator Jean-Baptiste Hostache.

rrr !

Rrrr

Klung

KlungKlung

Klung

Que… qu’est-ce
que c’est… ?

Figure-toi
que j’aimerais bien
le savoir !

5
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The Ring of the Seven Worlds
(L’Anneau des Sept Mondes)

Tiens-toi bien, petite !
Aujourd’hui ça va
barder !

- COMPLETED SERIES

Giovanni Gualdoni, Gabriele Clima, Matteo Piana
& Davide Turotti

Arrête de
m’appeler
petiiiiiiiiite!

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-72 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English (UK & US), German, Spanish & Italian
Sci-Fi, Fantasy, Action/Adventure and Manga all blend into
this Steampunk saga about interconnected worlds at the mercy of a deadly invasion.
Seven planets linked to one another by the multidimensional gates of a giant ring. Only
the passage to Nemo, one of the Seven Worlds, has remained sealed for three centuries,
in order to confine its people after they savagely attacked the rest of the Empire. When the
infamous gate reopens and unleashes the ancient enemy, Timo and Luce, two teenagers
from the planet Mose, are caught up in a war they were not prepared to fight.

12
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Off-World Blues (Nirta Omirli)
– NEW - COMPLETED SERIES

Mais dans le doute prenez
vos armes et suivez-moi !

Jean-David Morvan & Bachan
Ils n’ont jamais
eu la capacité de
s’éloigner autant
de leur planète !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
On arrive
à temps,
la navette
n’est que
dans le sas !

This political Sci-Fi action adventure sees the survivors of a
peacekeeping spaceship forced to make planet-fall on the alien
world they had seemingly left at peace. On New Year’s Eve
2999, a peacekeeping troop ship is violently attacked. Out of 3,000 soldiers aboard,
only six survive, the remnants of an all-female commando team. Battling deadly adversity, they manage to land on the planet they had departed 16 years earlier, after
brokering a careful truce between the human colony and the native alien population,
only to discover it now fractured by hostile indigenous freedom fighters and the human
warring faction. Meanwhile, the shadow of rogue Captain Nirta Omirli—who rallied
the colonists to his cause—still looms large over the planet, despite having been executed
24 years previously…

En formation de
tirs croisés !

C’est une
des nôtres !

NirtaOmirli T1.indd 22
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Bramble (Ronces) – COMPLETED SERIES
Jean-David Morvan & Nesmo

North Exit

f
ed
Clos tru
ns
Co

Closed for
Constructio

uth

So

South Exit Op

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-52 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
An ecological detective story told amid a backdrop of Fantasy
and Science-Fiction. When a mysterious giant of a man arrives in a vast steampunk megalopolis, death walks beside
him, leaving a trail of corpses in his wake. It’s up to a dysfunctional yet dogged police investigator to find the strange colossus and stop him before
the bodies pile even higher… But soon the truth is discovered that this case is far more
complicated than the detective could’ve possibly conceived: a true battle between nature
and city is unfolding, whose very outcome could change the face of the earth forever.

19

nts

Pla
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Marshals (Marshall) - COMPLETED SERIES

Take off,
dammit!!

D-P Filippi & Jean-Florian Tello (vol. 1 & 2),
Francisco Ruiz Velasco (vol. 3), Tirso (vol. 4)

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English
A seamless blend of samurai swordplay, police procedural, and
steampunk in this fast-paced Manga-style Sci-Fi Adventure. Despite her unpredictable nature, young Hisaya is one of the top Marshals—robot-assisted
law enforcement personnel—within the complex political consortiums of the planet Iriu.
Her destiny takes an unexpected turn when she’s accused of murdering a high-ranking
scientist and forced to go on the run. Teaming up with her expert mechanic grandfather
and ambitious young cousin, Hisaya attempts to clear her—and the entire caste’s name
and unravel the conspiracy that threatens the planet. D.P. Filippi (Muse, John Lord),
Jean-Florian Tello, Tirso (Whispers in the Walls), and conceptual artist Francisco Ruiz
Velasco (Hellboy II, Pacific Rim) bring this fast-paced adventure to life.

Oh, no way!

Get out,
now!

RR

Unbelievable!
And you’re a
girl, too!
Damn right!
Hands where I can
see them!

V

R

K
A

R

HK

R

S

V

V

AYO!!
11
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Chess - COMPLETED SERIES

Sylvain Ricard, Bruno Ricard & Michael Minerbe
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 2 volume series
When an asteroid hits planet Earth, it deeply changes the world’s
geopolitics: the USA does not exist anymore and Europe, including Russia, is devastated. The focus of world power is now shared
between the Middle East and the New Chinese Empire. 20 years
after the catastrophe, Chess, an embittered mercenary, has to transport and protect the “suitcase,” a child used as a biological carrier, his body containing a most sought-after treasure:
the latest results in genetic and cellular research, a molecule that allows the regeneration of
any barren and desert land (i.e. most of planet Earth)…
43
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Flywires (L’Infini) - COMPLETED SERIES
Chuck Austen & Matt Cossin

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
An explosive Sci-Fi thriller about three loners who fight a privacy controlling system to try and preserve the best humanity
has to offer. Forget the Internet. In the future, all aspects of
human interaction are done through the Flywire Network. A “Flywire” is an electronic
device surgically implanted behind every citizen’s ear that gives them wireless access
to infinite libraries of digital information. Technology can finally make our dreams a
reality quicker than you can snap your fingers. But is it a gift or a curse? Police officer
Kelsey Fontine is forced to retire after his “Flywire” stops working. A disastrous gunfight and failed kidnapping of his neighbor’s kid have him back in the role of “hero.” In
a future where technology is EVERYTHING, Kelsey must find a way to save the day
without being jacked into the system.

Dernier ordre inaudible.
Veuillez
répéter l’ordre,
s’il vous plaît.

Veuillez
répéter l’ordre,
s’il vous plaît.

10
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Aftermath (Trigs) - COMPLETED SERIES

Où est
Arès ?

James Hudnall & Mark Vigouroux

Hermès
est mort. La
radio de Freya ne
répond pas.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English

Fuyez !

Le voilà !

C’est une armée entière
qui arrive ! J’ai tout installé,
toute la zone va sauter d’une
seconde à l’autre !

When elite soldiers become the prey! A Sci-Fi thriller with themes
of alien invasion and political conspiracy. As Ares reconnects
with his former teammates (super-powered soldiers called Trigs)
in an effort to write a book about them, he is framed for murder.
Thirteen years prior, the Trigs defended Earth from alien invasion. Now Ares must protect the surviving Trigs from extermination. Written By James Hudnall (Espers, Harsh
Realm) and drawn by Mark Vigouroux (Miss).

Las Vegas,
nevada : 2016

5

Convoi - COMPLETED SERIES

aftermathT1.indd 5

18/01/13 17:14

Thierry Smolderen & Philippe Gauckler
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 200 pages, omnibus
Rights sold: German
Press rights sold: Italian
As Earth’s first space colonies enjoy their independence,
a major robotization effort for all future space conquest is
launched by Earth’s president, despite previous failures and
the growing desperation of a new generation who want nothing more than to travel to
these new frontiers. For these disillusioned citizens, there’s always Convoy to fall back
on, a virtual reality where hundreds of gamers attempt to attack a convoy of money on
its regular route. Among these devoted gamers, street smart and defiant twin brothers
Gil and Fred soon find themselves thrown into a time and place where virtual and
actual reality intermingle and where their own family is caught-up in a dangerous mix
of politics and conspiracy.

Convoi.indd 127

04/03/2019 11:22

Metal - COMPLETED SERIES

Jerrold E. Brown, Paul Alexander,
Butch Guice (vol. 1-2) & Roman Surzhenko (vol. 3)
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Page 11

Arrêtez
immédiatement !
MOn
Seigneur !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
In this epic Sci-Fi tale, betrayed galactic emperor Elias finds
his consciousness trapped in a metal body, forcing him to overcome impossible odds to reclaim his throne. In a universe that
could very well be either a predecessor to our own civilization, or be set in a far distant
future, intergalactic space travel and advanced robotic technology exists amid an
established social structure reminiscent of our own medieval times. The Emperor Elias
holds the difficult task of maintaining a semblance of unity within a galaxy whose
every planet is prey to frequent internal power-struggles. But when these men meet to
wage battle, it is no longer at the risk of losing their lives. For a few, brief, hours, the
spirit of the warrior can be transferred into a combat robot whose design resembles that
of the classic knights of yore. When the Prime, a deadly alien race, invades the Empire,
Elias attempts to rally his nobles to war…

21

AAAAAAAH !

Maître d'armes,
es-tu prêt à prendre
une leçon ?

AVAnT DE DOnnER
DES LEçOnS…

Père ?

11

science fiction

Supernatural

Sanctum (Sanctuaire)

?!!

- COMPLETED SERIES

Blue diligence, ici
passerelle. Ordre
de retour immédiat.
Priorité A !

Xavier Dorison & Christophe Bec

Attendez un
instant, Blue diligence, et dirigezvous vers moi. Je
crois que je tiens
quelque chose
d’intéressant…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-66 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: German, English, Dutch, Turkish, Italian, Spanish, Serbian,
Polish & Danish

Bon sang,
lieutenant,
qu’est-ce que
c’est ?

On dirait une
sorte de serrure.

A Lovecraftian and claustrophobic Sci-Fi thriller set underwater.
After receiving a distress call from another submarine off the Syrian coast, the crew of
the USS Nebraska search a series of massive caverns, where they discover a 70-year-old
shipwrecked Soviet sub, whose crew died under mysterious circumstances. While investigating this enigma, the Nebraska’s away team discovers a massive underground sanctum dedicated to Môt, the ancient Ugarit god of death. Now, the crew must find a way
to escape the death god’s prison without freeing him to wreak destruction upon the world.

Blue diligence,
utilisez le scopique
pour essayer de le
faire pivoter.

Forcez un peu, Blue
diligence, ce truc doit
bien servir à quelque
chose… Et j’aimerais
bien savoir à
quoi !

J’ai peur de ne
pas avoir assez
de puissance pour
l’actionner, sergent.

Sanctuaire-T1.indd 40

13/04/15 15:12

Key Points: Over 200,000 copies sold in France • Translated into 9 languages
Awards: Best Album of Cognac Crime Film Festival 2004 – volume 3

Jules Vernes Film Festival 2004 – volume 3

• Best Album of Paris

Sanctum Genesis
(Sanctuaire Genesis)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Christophe Bec, Philippe Thirault & Stefano Raffaele
nous allons tous
crever. mais tu aurais
pu finir ta vie autrement
que dans la boue et
la trahison.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: German, English & Dutch

lâchez-la !

k

ck

!

stop !
Ça suffit !

to

sh

Before Sanctum… The origins of the nightmare. Syria, 1930s.
Following a major archeological discovery in Aleppo, German soldiers of the esoteric branch
of the Nazi party take over and hold the archeologists hostage. The Nazis are after an ancient ultimate weapon, and in the process of uncovering it they awaken Môt, a primeval
divinity that proves utterly impossible to control… A journey to the roots of the nightmare,
long before the deadly adventure that takes place in Sanctum. This story takes us for a wild
ride to the very origins of evil…

comme
vous voulez,
professeur.
mais lorsque
le général
reviendra à
ras shamra…

hermann !
vous n’avez pas
d’ordres à me
donner !

nous sommes là
pour trouver l’entrée
du sanctuaire ougarit,
alors au travail !
tout le monde !

… il sera furieux si les
fouilles n’ont pas avancé…
et ça sera votre
faute !
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Sanctum Redux - COMPLETED SERIES
Stéphane Betbéder, Riccardo Crosa & Rossetto

qu’est-ce
que j’ai à
craindre ?
les
morts ne
reviennent
pas...

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 125-128 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish & English
Return to the terrifying secrets that lie deep beneath the ocean
in this brand new manga reimagining of the classic bestseller.
On its maiden voyage, off the coast of Syria, the crew of the new
super-submarine, USS Nebraska, receives a mysterious distress signal. At the bottom of
the ocean cracks begin to show, and with a pair of maverick reporters on board, and
a crew slowly losing their minds, they encounter an insidious and sinister force more
terrifying they could possibly imagine. In this bestselling Lovecraftian horror thriller,
Sanctum has been completely remastered by adding new characters, extra background
storylines and unexpected plot twists. If Sanctum is the movie, then Sanctum Redux
is the TV series. Bigger, deeper, darker, deadlier.

23

les
monstres
n’existent
pas...

le froid...
la peur...
tout n’est
qu’illusion...

je dois
aller
jusqu’au
bout...

je n’ai
pas
d’autre
choix...

9
SREDUX T1 ALBUM COMPLET.indd 9

rien ne
m’arrêtera,
ni eux, ni ce
que j’ai dans
la tête,
rien !

2/06/09 10:19:14
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Mandalay - COMPLETED SERIES

Philippe Thirault, Butch Guice, Gallur & Jose Málaga
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, Italian & English
A sweeping saga of two brothers locked in combat in colonial
1940s Burma, where an ancient magic will decide their fate,
and that of the whole country. When a buried city is discovered
deep in the Burmese jungle by a cruel 16th century monarch,
he unleashes an evil counterpart, thanks to three mysterious mirrors. Five centuries later,
during World War Two, the country is under British colonial rule, and being invaded by
the Japanese. British twin brothers, Alex and Lance Waters—the Governor’s sons—take
opposing sides in the struggle for Burma’s independence, in this tale of ancestral legends,
magic, passion, and freedom.

42

Crusades - COMPLETED SERIES
Izu, Nikolavitch & Zhang Xiaoyu

Damiette, le 4 novembre 1219 :
La cinquième croisade…

Format: 21,5 x 29,5 cm, hardcover, color, 64-144 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, German, Chinese (simplified), Spanish, Polish,
Italian & Dutch
Press rights sold: Italian
An epic tale where history blends with fantasy to explosive and cinematic results. 1219: The fifth crusade. The Army of Crusaders
attempts to seize the port of Damietta, in the hope of reaching Jerusalem by passing through
Egypt. Victory is near, until the Christian army is decimated by a mysterious plague… at
least that is what they are led to believe… 1245: The seventh crusade is being organized.
The recently appointed Master of the Knights Templar, William de Sonnac, is sent on a
mission to Damietta with elite members of his order to find out what really happened there
25 years ago. They soon realize they were far better off believing it was a simple plague…
An all new take on Crusades period brought to you by top European writing talent and
promising new Chinese artistic voice, Zhang Xiaoyu.

Alors ??!

parle !
Cette information
valait-elle qu’on
laisse la vie sauve
à ce païen ?
Sans aucun doute, messire
Damien, il y a un accès au fond
des douves ! on peut l’atteindre
en gardant son souffle. Et de
l’autre côté, il y a une grande
salle éclairée…

3
crusades lettrage fin v19.indd 3

23/10/09 14:51

I am Legion (Je Suis Légion)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Ouvrez les
yeux, Hermann ! C’est
l’avenir du Reich que
vous contemplez !

Fabien Nury & John Cassaday

Est-ce que je peux
garder les trois qui
marchent encore pour les
ramener à la maison ?

Bien sûr,
ma chérie.
Je suis fier
de toi.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: German, Dutch, English, Italian, Spanish, Turkish,
Portuguese (Brazil), Polish, Serbian, Japanese & Chinese (simplified)
A supernatural take on World War II espionage featuring a girl
with the ability to possess other bodies. Europe, December 1942.
The global conflict has reached a fever pitch. The Nazis are at the height of their power,
but the Allies have had their first victories both in Stalingrad and in the Pacific. Never
has the war’s outcome been so much in doubt. Amidst this chaos, the destinies of several
men will cross through a project code named “Legion,” which consists of a series of horrific
tests that a young Romanian girl with apparent supernatural abilities must undergo. Her
“skills,” if fully exploited by the Nazis, would give them unimaginable power…
Key Points: Over 200,000 copies sold in France • Translated into 11 languages

supernatural
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Qui…
Qui êtesvous ?

Je…

… Suis…

… Légion.

JE-SUIS-LEGION.indd 60
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Page 6

- COMPLETED SERIES

Philippe Thirault, Marc Malès & Mario Janni
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: English & Italian
A sweeping historical epic where science and the supernatural
blend in a fusion of horror and redemption. “Take nothing with
you, but two mules, a rifle, and ten bullets.” Those words echo in ex-surgeon Frank
Quinn’s head as he flees across mid-19th century America to escape the demon known as
Thousand Faces, an evil entity that uses blood to enslave others and will stop at nothing
to conquer the world. Philippe Thirault, writer of the acclaimed Miss: Better Living
Through Crime and Balkans Arena, collaborates with artists Marc Malès (Different
Ugliness Different Madness) and Mario Janni to chronicle a sweeping historical epic
where science and the supernatural blend in a fusion of horror and redemption.

Olympus - COMPLETED SERIES

Geoff Johns, Kris Grimminger & Butch Guice
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, 48-56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian & Japanese
Press rights sold: Italian
Olympian gods. Legendary monsters. Nowhere to run. An action-packed tale as epic as the legends that spawned it. Chaos
ensues when a group of brash archaeology students and a team of ruthless mercenaries are
trapped together on the legendary Mount Olympus – a mountainous island populated by
the deadliest monsters of Greek mythology. Managing a tenuous pact with the mercenaries,
the students must combine their knowledge of mythology with the mercenaries’ combat skills
as they fight for their lives against the monsters of Olympus. Jurassic Park meets Clash
of the Titans!
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Dominion (L’Armée des Anges)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Thomas Fenton, Jamal Igle (vol. 1-2), Steven Cummings (vol. 3)
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
A gripping supernatural thriller of, quite literally, biblical proportions… When detective Jason Ash arrives on the scene of a
particularly strange murder in the suburbs of New Orleans, little does he know that
he is about to take on the case of a lifetime. As dead people begin to come back to life,
revealing that they hail from a realm where angels fight for power, it becomes clear
that an epic battle between good and evil is at play, one threatening the very future
of humanity. Written by screenwriter Thomas Fenton and drawn by Jamal Igle (DC’s
Supergirl, Teen Titans: Titans of Tomorrow) and Steven Cummings.
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Halloween
O. G. Boiscommun

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, one-shot.
New enlarged edition with 26 unpublished pages!
Rights sold: English
Halloween is a book for the entire family. A story filled with
poetry and emotions that transportsyou to an oneiric world,
where you are led from image to image according to the story’s
own liking. This tale in rhyme celebrates the deceased while also depicting an appreciation for life. Young Asphodèle invites you to immerse yourself in the great book of the
night. And if, at the corner of a street, you meet a ghost, take the time to walk with him.
You may just recognize him, and if melancholy torments you, he could well be the one to
make you smile once again!

The Book of Jack / The Book of Sam
(Le Livre de Jack / Le Livre de Sam)

36
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D-P Filippi & O. G. Boiscommun

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, German & Dutch
On the outskirts of late 19th-century London, Jack and his
(female) friend Sam are part of a group of orphans and loners
living on the streets. When the gang’s nasty leader, Stanley,
pushes him to demonstrate a feat of courage or face expulsion from the group, Jack
explores a haunted mansion, emerging with a piece of treasure: a magical book. When
he and Sam sit to read it, they find the detailed story of Jack’s own life, up to that very
minute. Jealous, Stanley orders another member of the gang to secretly write the next
line: “Jack becomes a horrible monster.” Soon Sam begins to notice Jack gradually transforming into an awful beast, aggressive and routinely mistreating others just as newspaper accounts begin reporting on a mysterious, savage “ripper” at large in London…

57

the story of joe
(L’Histoire de Joe)
O. G. Boiscommun

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 54 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
Joe is a solitary boy who lives alone with his father. He loves
the night and its creatures. Taken over by his own imagination, he slowly loses touch with reality and undergoes a
strange transformation. Béa, his only friend, cannot understand what is happening
to him. Contrary to Joe, she does not like the night. She’s even afraid of it at times, but
never when she is with her friend Joe… The Story of Joe could easily be any of our
own stories, that of a child, his doubts, his fears, and his growth. Follow it and follow
Joe from the dusk of childhood to the dawn of adolescence.
histoire de joe.indd 8

supernatural
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The Last Ones
(La Terre des Vampires)
- COMPLETED SERIES

David Muñoz & Manuel Garcia
attendez !
Je vais avec
vous !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-60 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, Spanish, Italian, English & Japanese
qu'est-ce
qu'il y a ?

A post-apocalyptic road movie tale where Earth has been turned
into a vampires' hunting ground. A cataclysm has transformed the Earth’s atmosphere,
blocking out all ultraviolet light, plunging it into a new ice age, and giving vampires
free reign across the planet. With the human race threatened with extinction, two adults
and a handful of children struggle to survive, hidden in the rubble of a ravaged Spanish city. Led by a mysterious savior who joins them, they embark on one last, desperate
gamble to cross Europe in search of refuge, to where the last of humanity is gathered…
Written by horror maestro David Muñoz (Whispers in the Walls) and drawn by Manuel Garcia, this moving, yet brutal, tale of friendship and survival leaves bite marks
on the neck and frostbite on the soul.

tu crois
qu'on nous
suit ?

J'ai cru voir
quelque chose
bouger entre
les arbres.

Je sais pas...

les enfants ! en position
défensive ! rappelez-vous ce
que je vous ai expliqué !

20
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Whispers in the Walls
(Le Manoir des Murmures)

Page 13

SARAH!

- COMPLETED SERIES

TOUT VA BIEN?

NOOOONNN!

OUI, MAIS…
J'AI ENTENDU DES
CRIS… QUE se
passe-t-il?

AAAAHHHHH!

David Muñoz, Javi Montes & Tirso
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, German & Galician

UN…
UN CHIEN SAUVAGE A
SAUTÉ PAR-DESSUS LE
MUR ET A MORDU UN
SOLDAT.

MAIS
N'AIE PAS PEUR.
ILS L'ONT DÉJÀ
ATTRAPÉ. ALLEZ,
RENDORS-TOI.

Somewhere in post–WWII Central Europe exists an orphanage
where children having survived a mysterious, transformative virus are admitted. Czechoslovakia, 1949. What evil lurks within the walls of an ancient children's infirmary? After the
brutal murder of her parents, Sarah, a young orphan, is about to discover that, and much
more. From long-buried secrets to imminent battles, the fate of man, and monster, lie with
young Sarah. A gothic tale of horror by David Muñoz (co-writer of Guillermo Del Toro's
film The Devil's Backbone) and artist Tirso.

Millennium (Millénaire)

MEP Mille?naire T1 reimp07.qxd:MEP Millénaire T1 ok

- COMPLETED SERIES

Richard D. Nolane, François Miville-Deschênes
& Roberto Viacava

21/11/08

10:31

Page 20

VA AVERTIR LE SEIGNEUR
ARNAUD QUE DES MARCHANDS
SONT LÀ !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-60 pages, 6 volume series,
one story per album.
Rights sold: English, Italian, Dutch, German, Spanish & Danish
Press rights sold: Italian

QUE CEUX QUI ONT DES
MARCHANDISES À NÉGOCIER
SE DÉPÊCHENT !
ON DOIT ÊTRE À
SANTENAY AVANT
LA NUIT !

ON FAIT
QUOI ?

ON ATTEND
DE REPARTIR, C’EST
TOUT.

QU’EST-CE QUI SE
PASSE ICI ? PERSONNE
NE VIENT NOUS VOIR ?

Stunning and intelligent Medieval detective adventure that infuses The Name of
The Rose with The X-Files. As the first millennium approaches, Middle Ages Europe is torn apart by violence and unrest. Ghoulish creatures prowl the land, strange
lights are seen blazing through the sky, and sinister machinations threaten to destabilize the Continent’s entire political and religious structure. Holy relics merchants,
Raedwald the Saxon and Arnulf, travel these brutal roads, surviving by brains and
brawn. The world is about to catch the original millennial fever!

27

QU’EST-CE
QUE C’EST ?
UN OURS ?

NON, C’EST LA GOULE
QUE LE SEIGNEUR ARNAUD
A PRISE AU FILET
CETTE NUIT !

PAS ÉTONNANT
QU’ON N’INTÉRESSE
PERSONNE…

ODOACRE,
VA T’OCCUPER DES
MARCHANDISES
POUR MOI.
ET VÉRIFIE
TOUT AVANT
DE PAYER !
HÉ ! MAIS JE
T’AI DÉJÀ VU,
TOI ?

COMPTEZ
SUR MOI,
SEIGNEUR,
J’AI L’HABITUDE !

ENFIN,
UN PEU DE
PIMENT DANS
CE VOYAGE…

ALLONS
VOIR ÇA.

LE CHASSEUR
DE GOULES EN
PERSONNE.

20
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Loving Dead - COMPLETED SERIES
Stefano Raffaele

hey, easy, man!
that beer cost me
a fortune!

what can I get
you guys?

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 54-56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Italian & Portuguese (Brazil)
A thrilling post-apocalyptic zombie love story where the sands of
time are just as fatal as the undead menace. Alan was a simple
carpenter until a freak accident ended his life. Now he is among
the undead, in a world where 95% of the population are sentient
zombies. While on the run from the many - both live and dead - violent factions dotting
this post-apocalyptic landscape, Alan finds the girl of his dreams - the decaying, yet beautiful, Lynn. As their bodies rapidly disintegrate, Alan and Lynn make one last, desperate
effort to live and love again by hunting down an experimental serum that might just
save them. Stefano Raffaele (Pandemonium, DC Comics’ Birds of Prey), employs his
macabre, yet gorgeous, style in this truly original horror tale: a zombie romance.

supernatural
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your head
will be perfect,
honey.
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Fantasy

Legend of the Scarlet Blades
(La Légende des Nuées Écarlates)

YOZERU MASA EST
ENCORE EN VIE ?

QUAND J’ÉTAIS ENFANT,
JE FUS ENFERMÉE DANS
LES CACHOTS DU PALAIS.

- COMPLETED SERIES

Saverio Tenuta

LE VIEIL YOZERU FUT
TOUJOURS PROCHE DE MOI.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, German, Dutch & Italian
Press rights sold: Italian
Legend of the Scarlet Blades is a vivid fantasy story set in a medieval Japan,
painted by the tormented and airy style of Saverio Tenuta. It tells the story of Raido, a
young amnesic Ronin – a masterless Samurai – roaming in a quest for his memories.
His first stop is the “City That Talks to the Sky”, the ultimate stronghold against the
ice invading the land of the rising sun. There he meets Meiki, a graceful puppeteer
and charming storyteller. A fascinating series whose universe is inspired by feudal Japanese history and traditions, full of breathtaking settings and populated by a myriad
of wondrous mythical beings.

IL S’EST PASSÉ
TROP DE TEMPS
POUR LE DIRE,
JE ME SOUVIENS
SEULEMENT QU’IL
M’AIDA À M’ENFUIR
DE CE LIEU DE
SOUFFRANCE.

J’AI TOUJOURS
PENSÉ QUE LES
HISTOIRES QUE
JE RACONTAIS
N’ÉTAIENT QUE
DES FABLES.

J’AIMAIS
LES METTRE EN
SCÈNE AVEC MES
MARIONNETTES.

MAIS MAINTENANT,
CES HISTOIRES SONT
EN TRAIN DE DEVENIR
RÉELLES AUTOUR DE MOI.

LA SHOGUN
ME
RECHERCHE CAR JE
CONNAIS SES SECRETS.
JE LE SAIS MAINTENANT.

47
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Izuna - COMPLETED SERIES

Saverio Tenuta, Bruno Letizia & Carita Lupattelli
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: German, Dutch, English, Chinese (simplified) & Italian
Since the dawn of time, the Izuna wolves have been entrusted
as guardians against Japan's evil spirits. Set in the wondrous
world of Legend of the Scarlet Blades. From time immemorial, the spirits of nature created the Kamigakushi, a magical veil that hid them from
the impure eyes of man. From that moment on, spirits and men could no longer gaze
upon each other and lived as if belonging to separate worlds. One day, the Noggo appeared suddenly. No one knows how they came into being, but their harmful darkness
began to infect the world of the Kami. That is why the sacred tree called Munemori
created the Izuna, the only ones capable of battling the terrible scourge of the Noggo.
But the mysterious birth of a wolf cub in the shape of a young girl threatens to upset the
delicate balance between the two worlds and plunge both sides into chaos.

De l’arbre de
la vie est né un
nouveau guerrier.
Il continuera à
porter le nom
De Kenta des
Senshis !

Pour chaque
Fleur qui meurt, un
nouveau bourgeon
est prêt à s’ouvrir.
Comme il en a
toujours été et
comme il le sera
toujours !
Je rends grâce
au MuneMori
d’avoir renouvelé
la vie de notre
frère Kenta.

8
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Allez, morveux,
courir sur ces
tuiles te rendra
gauche et j’en
proFiterai
pour…

The Mask of Fudo
(Le Masque de Fudo)
Saverio Tenuta

Je ne puis
y croire…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: German, Italian & Dutch
Rediscover the magic of the Legend of Scarlet Blades’ universe created by Saverio Tentuta. The young Shinnosuke, from
the lowest of medieval Japan’s social classes, grows up trapped between a mother who
rejects him and a little sister he tries to protect. It is behind a wooden mask, discovered
in an abandoned temple, that he finds the courage to battle against his difficult circumstances. But the mask seems to exert a powerful allure that is growing day by day…

Fantasy
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… Je
voulais
l’avoir.
L’avoir
pour moi…

… ce
masque.
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MERMAIDS AND VIKINGS – NEW

Gihef, Nicolas Mitric, Françoise Ruscak, Marco Dominici
& Livia Pastore
Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 4 volume series,
one story per album
Set in the 9th century, on the coasts of present-day Denmark.
For generations, the Vikings, great warriors and sailors, have
had to share the sea with the Sirens. Some hunt them down,
others become their victims. The Vikings use cunning and brute strength, the Sirens
charm and magic. In each book in the series, their paths intersect, for better...or for worse.

The Tipping Point
(Le Jour où ça Bascule)

Enki Bilal, Boulet, Eddie Campbell, John Cassaday, Bob
Fingerman, Atsushi Kaneko, Keiichi Koike, Emmanuel
Lepage, Taiyô Matsumoto, Frederik Peeters, Paul Pope,
Katsuya Terada, Naoki Urasawa & Bastien Vivès
Format: 21 x 27.5 cm, hardcover, color, 132 pages, one-shot, short stories
Rights sold: English, Japanese, Chinese (simplified) & Italian
Some of the world’s greatest creators have each written and drawn an original story that
explores the key moment when a clear-cut split occurs, a mutation, a personal revolt,
or a large-scale revolution that tips us from one world into another, from one life to
an entirely new one: The Tipping Point. From slice-of-life tales and science-fiction
adventures, to amusing asides and fantastical fables, witness these major (and minor)
changes and evolution through the eyes of these visionaries from the worlds of manga,
bande dessinée, and comics.
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“People locked themselves
away in their homes, safe
behind their air purifiers.”

Dengue

Rodolfo Santullo, Matias Bergara
Format: 19 x 26 cm, hardcover, color, 92 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English

“Those who could
afford them, that is.”

A dry and sardonic sci-fi thriller with the ultimate consequences
of climate change. In the not too distant future, thanks to global warming, Montevideo, Uruguay, is a city under siege from
swarms of mosquitoes and the deadly dengue fever they carry.
As the diseased bodies pile up in the streets, pragmatic Police Sergeant Pronzini must
solve the murder of an esteemed,entomologist in order to unlock the true secret of a specific
type of dengue infection that may just change the face of humanity forever.

odd to see you
down here in the slums,
Aguirre. Especially just
for a “bleeder.”

This
one’s different,
Sgt. Pronzini.

6
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Hidden Worlds (Les Mondes Cachés)
D-P Filippi & Silvio Camboni

Grégoire !

Grégoire !
Donne-moi
ça !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volumes published,
ongoing series
Rights sold: Chinese (simplified)

Tu ne dois plus toucher
à ces affaires ! C’est bien
compris ? Jamais !

Realizing that magic can’t solve everything, Greg decides to no longer use his powers. Instead of sorcerers and dragons, he confronts
everyday Parisian life. But when his friend Itsuki disappears deep in the mysterious Forest-Tree, Greg goes after her without hesitation. A non-stop race against the clock ensues,
taking Greg into the depths of a wonderful and wild world, rich in surprises and dangers…

The Eyes of the Cat
(Les Yeux du Chat)

Qui…
qui a fait ce
dessin ?

ça ne te regarde
pas ! Et je ne veux plus en
entendre parler !

Ton père a terminé de
brûler les saucisses. tu peux
descendre, on passe
à table.

Oui, sans aucun doute
un week-end singulier
en perspective…

9
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Alejandro Jodorowsky & Mœbius

Format: 19 x 26 cm, hardcover, b & w, 56 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, Japanese, German, Dutch, Italian, Chinese
(traditional & simplified), Spanish, Croatian, Portuguese (Brazil), Danish,
Polish, Finnish & Czech
Press rights sold: Italian & Japanese
The very first graphic storytelling collaboration between two masters of the medium,
Alejandro Jodorowsky and Mœbius. In a desolate dreamscape world, a man, a bird,
and a cat interact in a unique apocalyptic, yet poetic, fashion… Alejandro Jodorowsky
and Mœbius, creators of the Sci-Fi classic The Incal, initially teamed up on this 1978
gem, where words and images alternate in mesmerizing fashion.
Key Points: Translated into 14 languages • Awards: Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius

YeuxChat_19x26.indd 9
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The Swords of Glass
(Les Epées de Verre) - COMPLETED SERIES
Sylviane Corgiat & Laura Zuccheri

Cela veut dire que nous avons trop
souffert de l’esclavage, il faut nous
révolter, prendre les armes !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: German, Dutch, Croatian, Polish, Spanish, Italian,
Chinese (simplified), English & Japanese
Press rights sold: Italian
In a world where time is running out, four mysterious swords must be reunited to save the
planet. A spectacular saga full of wondrous creatures and settings. In a world threatened
by the imminent death of its sun, young Yama lives a relatively happy and peaceful life
as the daughter of the chief of the village. But everything changes the day a sword of glass
falls from the sky, just as the prophecy had announced. Anyone who touches the sword is
instantly turned to glass and dies. Orland, the local warlord, comes to take possession of
the unique weapon but fails to retrieve it. In the process, Yama’s father is killed and her
mother taken away. Yama, however, escapes and survives with only one thought: when
she grows up, she will return to get the sword of glass, and avenge her parents.
Key Points: Translated into 9 languages
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Tu es fou,
tu vas nous
faire tuer.

N’en
avez-vous pas
assez de courber
l’échine ? De vous
sacrifier…

Prends-la
donc cette épée,
si tu l’oses ! Nos
dieux vont te
foudroyer !

… pour des
maîtres injustes
et cruels ?

Les voilà !
Ce sont eux ! Ils
arrivent !

8
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The Bombyce Network
(Le Réseau Bombyce) - COMPLETED SERIES

Maintenant, si tu
veux laisser Shakespeare
en paix et prendre ton
matériel… On a du
pain sur la planche.

Corbeyran (vol. 1 & 2) & Cécil

J’arrive !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights Sold: English, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian & Danish
A twisted tale of intrigue set amidst a retro-futuristic version
of early 20th century France’s La Belle Époque, but it proves
to be far from a “Beautiful Era.” Eustache carries the heavy
burden of a difficult past, including a lost childhood. He and his fellow cat-burglar
and partner, the diminutive Mouche, break into wealthy homes for a living. One day,
Eustache and Mouche make a shocking discovery in the safe they have just cracked:
the film negative of a “snuff movie”, a film where murders are committed for real for a
perversive audience. After this macabre revelation, a trail of deaths begin to follow the
pair. A twisted tale of intrigue set amidst a retro-futuristic version of early 20th century
France, where the emerging technologies and high fashion only serve as cover to the most
sordid of deeds. Written and drawn by prolific European stars Corbeyran and Cecil.

Au fait,
je pense
à un truc :

Ton histoire
ne dit jamais
pourquoi tu
conserves ce
crâne depuis
toutes ces
années… ?

nécrophage !

nostalgique…

J’attends qu’il
me livre son
secret…

6
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The Child of the Storm
(L’Enfant de l’Orage)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Manuel Bichebois & Didier Poli
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish, Dutch, English & German
Orphaned by lightning. Possessor of an unimaginable strength. Destined for legendary feats. He is the Child of the Storm.
Fear the tempest. Adopted by a woodsman clan, the orphan Laïth possesses miraculous
and terrifying powers linked to the weather. When his path crosses with the sinister Professor Finrhas, and the power-hungry Minister Alghard, Laïth’s world is turned upside
down. The young boy is forced to go in search of his origins, to better control his immense
power, and to save his foster family and friends. This award-winning debut graphic
novel by Manuel Bichebois and Didier Poli (Elric: The Ruby Throne) is a fantasy/
steampunk adventure packed with political intrigue, where science and magic collide.

9
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The Prince of the Storm
(Le Prince de l’Orage)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Manuel Bichebois & Giulio Zeloni
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch & English

Sept ans, sept
longues années
que ton rire nous
manque. On pense à
toi tous les jours
mon frère. Repose
en paix.

Nima, qu'y
a-t-il ?

Hmmmm… Mon
ventre !
?

C'est
l’orage qui
approche…

Il faut
faire vite.

Nima !

After The Child of the Storm, this second cycle continues
the adventures of Laïth, who is now a young man. Seven
years have passed since Laïth and his family have settled in Namo. The clan, still
mourning those lost in the terrible events of recent years, finally begin to enjoy some
happy days. They rejoice the birth of Lani, the daughter of Nima and Laïth… But
dark shadows lie in wait.
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Respire
doucement,
profondément.

Incroyable, tu les
sens même arriver
avant moi !

T’inquiète pas
soeurette, ils vont
faire vite, tout va
bien se passer.

On se
retrouve
au camp !

Hé,
attention !
vous m'avez
fait tomber !

6
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Elias the Cursed (Elias le Maudit)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Sylviane Corgiat & Corrado Mastantuono

DÉFAiTE ? ! Que ce mot
soit ton dernier et te
déshonore à jamais !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Italian & Dutch

Maudit
sorcier !

Bande de lâches !
Piétaille stupide !
Y en a-t-il un capable
de garder mon cheval ?

A Sword and Sorcery story about the redemptive journey of a once
cruel king to reclaim his identity. Fallen king Elias embarks on a
quest to reclaim the face that was stolen from him by the mighty sorcerer Melchior. With
the help of an unlikely gang, of all fantastical shapes and sizes, and amidst magic both
good and evil, Elias The Cursed will attempt to save his face, and perhaps his soul.

J’irai chercher
moi-même ce
sorcier.

c’est cette
tablette qu’il
me faut.

Diosamante
(La Passion de Diosamante)

J’ai une arme contre
tes sorts, Melchior.

8

- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Jean-Claude Gal
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 96 pages, omnibus
Rights sold: English, Italian, Serbian, Polish, Dutch & Czech
Diosamante the queen falls passionately in love with a king. To
prove themselves worthy, she begins a long journey in search of perfection. The kingdom
of Arhas is run by the iron fist of Queen Diosamante. This queen without pity is known
as much for her cruelty as for her incredible beauty. This is why mighty warriors do not
hesitate to take part in fatal combats whose only aim is to share one night of love with the
legendary Diosamante…only to be killed by her very hands at the time of the winter solstice.
The reputation of Urbal de Sarabba will one day challenge the pride of the young queen.
This king is said to be wiser, more powerful, and loved by his people. Furious, the intrepid
beauty goes in search of this man who dares cast a shadow over her. Having barely arrived
at the palace of Urbal, their meeting takes an unexpected turn and the two sovereigns fall
madly in love with each other.

8
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Armies (épopées fantastiques)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Jean-Pierre Dionnet, Picaret & Jean-Claude Gal
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color or b & w, 184 pages, 3 volume
series, omnibus
Rights sold: English, Korean, Hungarian, Portuguese (Portugal),
German, Polish, Czech & Dutch • Press rights sold: Italian

it was two years ago,
just after the battle of
Sabyle…

“We were hunting…”

So, I…

Look out!

A collection of interconnected stories featuring an unstoppable army and an indomitable hero, all amid the backdrop of barbaric, medieval lands. Jean-Pierre Dionnet, one
of the founders of Metal Hurlant, started the new genre of Heroic Fantasy in comics
when he collaborated with artist Jean-Claude Gal (Diosamante) in the late 1970s.
The genre quickly gained favor with the public and has since grown immensely. This
is the occasion for all lovers of the genre to return to its roots. Witness, with the help
of Gal's intricate style, the devastating effects of war as you follow an army's forward
progress, and then join Arn's bloody quest for revenge.
22
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Awards: Prize for First Comics Book of Angoulême Comics Festival 1976
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Throne of Ice (Jaemon)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Où est
Duann ?

Alain Paris, Val, Saverio Tenuta & Notaro

Il avait
promis de me
montrer comment
on fabrique une
pirogue !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, Italian & English
Press rights sold: Italian
A heroic fantasy epic and rite of passage tale set in a mythical
pre-glacial Antarctica. Antarctica 12,000 years ago—long
before it becomes a frozen wasteland—is a thriving territory, divided into the kingdoms
of Antarcia, Leng, and Valusia. When Antarcia's first lady vows to kill Jaemon, the
bastard son of King Abarugon, the mysterious Sozer foils the plot and carries the infant
to safety. Bearing the mysterious mark of the Atlanteans, Jaemon must unleash his true
potential and fulfill both his and the continent’s destinies.

Vous
n’avez pas
vu Duann ?

Va voir sur
la plage, près
du grand feu, tu
le trouveras
certainement
là-bas !

Jaemon,
attendsmoi !

En ce jour où
le royaume d’Antarcie
change de souverain,
jaemon, fils du roi
Abarugon et de
la suivante Tanderine,
est depuis cinq ans
l’hôte du clan Carnghill
qu’on surnomme
le clan de la Fosse,
dans les Marches
du nord.

26
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Dragon Seed - COMPLETED SERIES
Kurt McClung, Jimenez & Mateo Guerrero

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Russian and English
Ce fut
un plaisir, Milady.
Je regrette de ne
pas pouvoir poursuivre notre petit
entretien…

For centuries, the men and creatures of Krath have prepared
for a war that some hoped would never come. Adam, a mixedblood, half-man/half-dragon, has just two moons to find the
thief of a stonetear before the Council of the Ancient launches
a war that has been simmering far too long already. The son of the dragon will try
everything to find the magical relic and to preserve the fragile peace that still endures
between the two worlds.

Me voilà
ton débiteur, petite
sœur…

Tu devrais
te montrer plus
scrupuleux quant
au choix des femmes
que tu fréquentes…
Cet endroit empeste
la cuisse
verte…

Ah vraiment,
tu ne croyais plus
au coup de
foudre ?

Cette
sorcière a
un cœur de
pierre !

01_29DRAGONSEED_T1.indd 25
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Day of the Magicians
(Le Jour des Magiciens)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Michelangelo La Neve & Marco Nizzoli

anja est
mon unique nostaLgie.
mon rêVe qui jamais ne
deViendra réaLité.

parCe que La Loi
des magiCiens
interdit L’amour.

!

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: Italian & English
Drazen has completed his magician’s training and is now
ready to carry out the mission conferred upon him by his
caste: to find and fight the renegade magician Lancaster, his own father. Drazen goes
out to meet Lancaster about whom he knows nothing other than the extent of his wicked
powers. But the magicians have hidden from Drazen the reasons for Lancaster’s exclusion: when he was a promising young magician, Lancaster gave up everything to live
with the woman he loved and the child they had together, Drazen. Love is forbidden in
the caste, so Lancaster was banished, his wife killed and Drazen “re-educated”. In his
grief, Lancaster conceived a desperate plan to resurrect Drazen’s mother at any price,
and he knows he cannot do so without Drazen’s help, whatever the consequences. Torn
between the desire to find the love of his father and mother, and the mistrust of Lancaster’s demiurge ambitions, Drazen chooses to flee with Anja, his own life-long love.
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iL A embrAssé
LA fiLLe !
iL A embrAssé
LA fiLLe !
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MEUTE ENFER T1.qxd

The Hounds of Hell
(La Meute de l’Enfer) - COMPLETED SERIES

Philippe Thirault, Christian Højgaard (vol. 1 & 2), Drazen
Kovacevic (vol. 3) & Roman Surzhenko (vol. 4)
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15:46
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DELENIUS !
TU ÉTAIS LÀ…

Ô PLUTON

OUI, MA
REINE…

MAÎTRE
DU ROYAUME
DES MORTS…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English, Danish, Italian & Dutch
Press rights sold: Italian

… JE SUIS
TA SERVANTE !

… COMME
TOUJOURS.

EH BIEN ! AS-TU TROUVÉ
LES HOMMES ADÉQUATS
POUR LA MISSION ?

A Sword and Sorcery adventure of a formidable band of mercenaries on a quest for a
legendary treasure. At the turbulent period of Christian and Barbarian clashes, a fearsome group of mercenaries reunite after many years apart to undertake a secret mission
for the Empress of Byzantium. They must search for an infamous treasure hidden in
the heart of the ancient underworld. But for all the dangers that lie ahead, both human
and supernatural, the greatest one may well rest within themselves.

AVANT DE CONNAÎTRE
LE TROUPEAU, COMMENT
S’APPELLE LE BERGER ?
C’EST
EPIDAMNOS.
J’AI TROUVÉ
UN HOMME. QUI
VA EN TROUVER
D’AUTRES…

EPIDAMNOS,
LE GUERRIER-MAGE ?
CELUI QUE L’ON APPELAIT
L’OISEAU ? MAIS
IL EST MORT !

5

Regarde, Soledad !
Cette fois la lune
nous éclaire…

Attrapez-les !

Lune d’Ombre - COMPLETED SERIES
Sylviane Corgiat & Christelle Pécout

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
In the year 1193, Soledad is the only female pirate in a world torn
between Christian-Muslim wars. Once a wealthy Spanish widow,
her life suddenly changed for the worst when her son was killed by
pirates and she was sold into slavery. After many years of
hardship, Soledad is again the mistress of her own destiny, thanks to the mysterious power
of the moonstone.

Qu’est-ce que
c’est que ça ?
bande d’incapables
! Ils vont
s’échapper !

Il y a des
monstres sous
l’eau. Les dieux
sont avec eux.
Des démons les
protégent.

Je ne sais pas comment
tu as fait ça, l’Andalouse,
Mais nous nous
reverrons. tu peux me
faire confiance !

Superstition !
C’est
impossible !

11

Redhand - COMPLETED SERIES

Kurt Busiek, Sam Timel, Mario Alberti & Bazal
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Italian & German
A powerful and enthralling Sci-Fi epic about a perfect warrior
unleashed in an age of barbarism and sorcery, and fated to one
day destroy the gods. Set free in a foreign world, and without
memory of his origins, all Redhand wants is a peaceful life. But destiny wants it
otherwise. Touched by a prophecy, imbued with incredible fighting skills and immune
to magic, he is preordained to bring about great change to a land burdened by strict
worship practices and warring factions.
32
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Thorinth - COMPLETED SERIES
Nicolas Fructus

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian & German
Thorinth is a unique place, a giant tower in which an anonymous authority locks away madmen of all types for eternity. In
its cells exist raving lunatics, but also others whose only fault
are harmless bouts of madness. But one day a completely normal
man with a healthy mind decides to enter this world of madmen. His name is VeiDin and
he searches for his wife Madalis, a great scientist imprisoned in Thorinth after one of her
experiments went wrong. When he finally finds her, she refuses to leave with her husband.
In the madmen’s tower, she has found the way to impose happiness on the whole world…
20
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Roxalane - COMPLETED SERIES
Patrick Galliano & Boro Pavlovic

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch & Danish
Roxalane has just lost the two people closest to her heart: her
husband, the valiant knight Guillaume, killed in combat, and
her son Sylvain, kidnapped by assailants. Helped by her friend
Zack the magician, the young widow takes up arms to find
her offspring. Using the winding roads that cut across the kingdom, Roxalane pursues
Gothar, the warlord who kidnapped Sylvain. Wearing the magical armor Zack gave her
and driven by both hate and love, Roxalane soon learns that her son’s kidnapping is not
a simple act of war: evil forces are at the origin of Sylvain’s disappearance. The child,
destined to become the prophet who will oppose the warlords, is the prey of Azarkabath,
one of the mad gods reigning over the underworld. To find her son, Roxalane must go
to the far shores of the Orient. Crusades, magic, and sensuality coexist in this medieval
adventure tinged with heroic fantasy drawn by the artist of the bestselling series El Niño.

Muse (Songes) - COMPLETED SERIES
D-P Filippi & Terry Dodson

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Italian, Danish, German, Spanish, Dutch,
Japanese, Polish & Czech
Press rights sold: Slovenian
The sexy, dreamy adventures of Coraline, a beautiful young
lady who serves as governess to a wealthy, inventive and very
mysterious homeowner. Charming Coraline is hired as the private tutor to the young
son of rich landlords. Her mission is to entertain her too studious pupil, Vernère, only
a child with a brilliant and indefatigable mind solely focused on books and inventions.
To top it off, he is quite unpleasant. Coraline nonetheless tries to understand him while
gradually discovering the strange and surprising universe of the mansion, whose nocturnal ambiance seems so amenable for very strange dreams… Muse is a lyrical and
titillating ride through reverie and nostalgia, drawn by comics superstar Terry Dodson
(Marvel’s Uncanny X-Men, DC’s Harley Quinn).
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Touna Mara - COMPLETED SERIES

Patrick Galliano, Rolland Barthélémy & Fabio Mantovani
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: German
Press rights sold: Italian

rrr !

GRr

50,000 years ago, a monolith from outer space crashes into
the frozen grounds of the Siberian landscape. Nearby, Touna,
a young primitive girl raised by wolves, swears to avenge her mother by going after
Tar-Khan, a bloodthirsty local chief who enslaved her parent. Touna and Tar-Khan,
in turn, approach the alien monolith. The young girl is seduced by its light and harmonious side, while the brute chief is drawn to its dark and tormented side. Strange
mutations follow… In the present day, a Russian scientific expedition goes to Siberia
to study mysterious wolf-children,an apparent genetic mutation caused by an unknown
retrovirus operating in certain Yakut tribes. Legend refers to a stone of fire that fell
from the sky a long time ago. Mara, a brilliant virologist, sets out to solve this unique
puzzle. An adventure where past and present intertwine, and where the fight between
good and evil rages on through time and space.

Il peut
bien y rester
pour toujours et
y griller lentement.
c’est pas moi qui
m’en plaindrai.

ça fait
maintenant une
demi-course de
soleil qu’il est
dans le “gouffre
de la pierre
d’étoile”…
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Lothario Grimm - COMPLETED SERIES

Patrick Galliano, Rolland Barthélémy & Fabio Mantovani
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish
Young and good-looking, Lothario must seduce and marry the
four princesses of the four kingdoms - earth, water, air, and fire
- one after the other. Torn between his mission and the appetites
of any young man his age, he must prove how smart he is at overcoming the challenges
that are presented to him. An irresistible series full of humor and adventure and set in a
marvelous imaginary medieval universe.

THE MAGICAL TWINS
(Les Jumeaux magiques)

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Georges Bess

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
In a state of utter panic, Lyrenne, the magical and legendary
bird, flies across the sacred lake toward Kheter, the capital of the
kingdom. With little strength left within it, the noble animal disregards the warning of
the guards, and interrupts the rigorous training of the kingdom’s two princes, the twins
Mara and Aram. Lyrenne brings catastrophic news to the palace. The king has been
taken prisoner by Tartarath, the master of darkness. An expert in the art of cruelty, the
traitor defies the noble lineage by going after its youngest descendants: the twin princes!
Mara and Aram confront the cruel lord in order to save both their father and the very
future of the kingdom. They venture across the four forbidden islands that stretch from
the northern parts of the kingdom to the sanctuary where they meet their final obstacle.
Accompanied solely by the valiant Lyrenne, they must succeed without recourse to its
magical powers, as Tartarath has placed a spell where any use of magic would instantly kill their father. This compelling tale offers the very best in fantasy storytelling!
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Aram, wait!
not so fast!

?

All those swords over
the bridge! That can’t be an
accident. if we keep walking,
I’m sure they’ll fall on us!

…with extreme caution!
I suggest
we enter the
bridge…

Let’s see what happens
if I put one foot down
on a yellow square.

You were right,
Mara. now let’s try
a red square.

Same result! it’s
obviously a trap.
if we walk across
the bridge, we’ll
be skewered.

But we have
to cross. There’s
only one way,
Mara…run!

Jumeaux-magiques_Coimp.indd 25
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Action /Adventure

THE FIRE OF THESEUS
(Le Feu de Thésée) - NEW

Pars, aède.
Je n’ai rien à
te dire.

Jerry Frissen & Francesco Trifogli

non... Je t’en prie.
Je veux savoir.

Format : 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights available
The true story of Theseus and the Minotaur! Everyone
thinks they know Theseus, the great Hero of Athens. But
what legend has retained is merely a web of lies, a fable to
hide the truth—a truth that time was not ready to accept...

Mon travail, ma passion, ce sont
les histoires. Conte-moi la tienne...
La vérité donne du lustre
à toute chose.

Mais... ?

Je t’en prie, femme,
qui que tu sois,
raconte-moi !

Tu veux savoir ?
Tu veux vraiment
savoir ?

Ou alors
admets que c’est
toi, la menteuse.

Pas de chant... Pas de rimes...
Pas de joli vocabulaire et
surtout pas de harpe !
Je vais te raconter,
avec les mots des hommes,
la véritable histoire
de Thésée.

10

Carthago
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Christophe Bec (vol.1-9), Eric Henninot (vol.1- 2),
Milan Jovanovic (vol.3-5) & Ennio Bufi (vol.6-9)
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 9 volume series,
ongoing series
Rights sold: Dutch, Spanish, German, English, Chinese (simplified)
& Polish
Press rights sold: Italian, Swedish & Serbian

Virez,
Chef !…
On va être
percutés !!!

?!!!

Je vais lancer
les hélices à la
puissance max pour
nous dégager.

In the insatiable quest for natural resources, humans are searching further and deeper
into the earth, threatening to unleash monsters thought to be long gone… The megalodon, the prehistoric ancestor of the great white shark was the most ferocious predator
of the seas, an 80-foot killing machine extinct for millions of years. Or is it…? When
divers drilling in an underwater cave are attacked by this living fossil, oceanographer
Dr. Kim Melville discovers that this creature may not only have survived, but thrived,
and is reclaiming its place at the top of the food chain.

Ce monstre a
attrapé le bras
mécanique, il va
nous entraîner
au fond !!

41
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Carthago Adventures

Christophe Bec, & Jaouen (vol.1), Fafner (vol.2),
Alcante, Brice Cossu, Alexis Sentenac (vol.3), Giles
Daoust, Drazen Kovacevic (vol.4), Aleksa Gajic (vol.5)

Willow Creek, nord
de la Califonie, 42° 56’
nord – 123° 37’ Ouest,
altitude 189 mètres,
le lendemain.

Enfin !
Une station
service…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-64 pages, 5 volume series,
one story per album
Rights sold: Dutch, Bosnian, English & German
Press rights sold: Italian
A series of independent one-shot stories each drawn by a different artist and featuring
the characters of the hit series Carthago. Follow the “Centenarian of the Carpathians”
and his team as they investigate the existence of the legendary Bigfoot, or dive alongside
the intrepid London Donovan into the always mysterious ocean depths. Whether driven
by a taste for adventure, a passion for scientific curiosity, or simply by pure obsession,
join our unrelenting heroes as they chase and encounter creatures that are as mythical
as they are deadly.

Action /Adventure
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On ne s’est pas arrêtés
depuis Crescent City et j’ai
bien cru qu’on allait tomber en
rade, les réservoirs sont presque
à sec ! Il faut faire le plein si on
veut être sûrs d’arriver jusqu’à
Weitchpec, monsieur Feiersinger…
Il y a encore au moins deux
heures de route à travers
la vallée.

Aaaah !
ça fait du bien
après avoir roulé
toute la journée de
se dégourdir un peu
les jambes.

Ouais, et
je vais pouvoir
aussi vider ma
vessie… elle va
éclater !

Incroyable !
Le Bigfoot est
vraiment la
star ici !

13
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From Gir to Mœbius Emerald Lake

(De Gir à Mœbius - Le Lac des Emeraudes)
- NEW

Mœbius
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 136 pages, one shot
Rights available
How does one become a genius? With this reissue of Jean Giraud
/ Mœbius' collection of early works, Les Humanoïdes Associés chronicles the rise of a comic
book master. This legacy work, which hasn't been reprinted since 1981, now comes with a
critical essay by Claude Ecken, "Gir's Hermetic Garage."
Awards:

Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius
54
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Cape Horn - COMPLETED SERIES
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Christian Perrissin & Enea Riboldi

Le coq est mort,
révérend Bridges.
Et trois poules.
C'est Vass !

COCORIC…

COCORICOOOO !
Charles ?!
Qu'est-ce
qui te
prend ?

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English, German, Italian & Dutch

Encore ce
fichu renard. Il
va falloir trouver
une solution.

A sprawling frontier saga rich with adventure and romance, set
in Tierra del Fuego at the eve of the 20th century. The “Land
of Fire” is an archipelago off the southernmost tip of the South
American mainland. As the 19th century comes to a close, it is a
vast and desolate land only frequented by gold diggers, English missionaries, Chilean and
Argentine military, and the age-old Ona, Alacaluf, and Yamana tribes. In this unique
world, where the Andean mountains plunge into the Pacific Ocean, several characters, each
burdened by duty or fate, will cross paths and clash, on their journey through Cape Horn.

J'ai vu
un bateau
dans la
baie.

Un bateau ?
La canonnière
est déjà là !
J'arrive.

Tu dis que ce n'est pas la
canonnière. Des pêcheurs ?
À quoi ressemble
ce bateau ?

Ben...
Il était
encore
loin.

44

Bouncer

Alejandro Jodorowsky & François Boucq
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-64 pages, 7 volume series,
ongoing series
Rights sold: English, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish, Turkish, German,
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Spanish, Serbian, Finnish, Polish,
Tamil, Chinese (simplified) & Japanese
A Western tale turned on its ear and filled with strange characters and surreal situations. From what could only have originated from the mind of
El Topo director, and The Metabarons author, Alejandro Jodorowsky. Bouncer
follows the adventures of a one-armed gunslinger and sometimes saloon bouncer in the
Wild West’s most notorious town, Barro City. Bouncer’s dark past continually comes
back to haunt him and through the exploration of his heritage he comes to learn of his
responsibilities in the present. Drawn by acclaimed artist François Boucq, winner of the
Grand Prix de la ville d’Angoulême in 1998.
35
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Key Points: Translated into 17 languages

Grand Prix of Angoulême 1998 – François Boucq • Albert Uderzo’s Sanglier prize of
best drawing 2004 – volume 4 • Micheluzzi prize for best foreign comics series in Italy 2013

Awards:
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Olivier Varèse - COMPLETED SERIES

Sandra Mamboury, Alain Penel (vol.1), Thierry Smolderen
(vol.2 & 3), Georges Pop (vol.4) & Enrico Marini
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 4 volume series
Right sold: English, Spanish, Portuguese & Dutch
Handsome daredevil and adventurer, Olivier Varèse is a journalist unlike any other. Ready to run all risks to get a scoop, or
the smile of a pretty woman, his investigations lead him to four corners of the world.
Between action scenes, political plot, and young beauties in danger, Olivier Varèse
never stops!
26
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Russell Chase - COMPLETED SERIES
Richard D. Nolane & Pasquale del Vecchio

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48-62 pages, 3 volume series
Press rights sold: Italian
Cryptozoologists are a particular breed who use their scientific
knowledge to find and study legendary creatures. Russell Chase,
part adventurer and part mad scientist, suddenly lost his reputation as a zoologist and his position at the University of San Francisco when he
prematurely publicly shows a film with a fake Yeti. However, thanks to a lucky chance,
he regains the trust of his colleagues with another important discovery. As his life finally
settles down, Russell returns to his search for the Yeti following the discovery of a hand
whose hairs belong to an unknown anthropoid species. Russell hurries off to Hong Kong
to study the hand and continue his research. But he soon finds out that he is not the
only one on the trail of this new Yeti. The Chinese Mafia, a crooked billionaire, and a
troubled Eurasian orphan girl, are all also searching for the mysterious creature. Cryptozoology seems to have found new followers, far too many for Russell Chase to handle…

6
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El Niño - COMPLETED SERIES
Christian Perrissin & Boro Pavlovic

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, 56 pages, 7 volume series
Rights sold: English, Dutch, German, Croatian, Danish, Greek
& Spanish
Press rights sold: Norwegian & Italian
A contemporary Heart of Darkness recounting one woman's
globe-spanning adventures in search of her long-lost brother. After the death of her
father, Red Cross nurse Vera Michailov discovers a stunning family secret: she was a
conjoined twin and has a brother she was separated from at birth. Left behind when the
family escaped Eastern Europe for France, he grew up to become the modern-day pirate
known only as “El Niño.” Determined to find him, regardless of the cost, Vera sets out
on a global quest for acceptance and salvation. A series in two cycles, the second of
which takes place in Afghanistan.

Action /Adventure
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Carême - COMPLETED SERIES
Christophe Bec & Paolo Mottura

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch
J avais aussit�t ressentit le
malaise qui
rØgnait en
ce lieu, bien
palpable.

En entrant dans l auberge

When the very plump Aimé Carême meets the very skinny Martinien Fidèle at an inn one night, it is the beginning of a beautiful friendship. The next day, they decide to drive together to
the capital to fulfill their respective dreams, taking along with
them a stray dog they call Ferdinand. Along the way, the trio experience many joys and
upheavals, secrets and discoveries, in this imaginary, steampunk-esque world that looks
so much like our own. Adventure and fantasy dance to the same tune in this touching,
yet thrilling, tale of mutual affection between two solitary souls, as poetically imagined
by Christophe Bec (Carthago, Sanctum).
Awards:

Avez-vous une chambre de libre
pour la nuit ?

Douche ou
lavabo ?

Je dØsirerais
manger Øgalement.

Lavabo !

Tous les regards
se dirigeaient vers cet homme.
Son
corps Øtait
Ønorme !!

Il y a une trŁs bonne place
ici !

7
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Pietrolino - COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & O. G. Boiscommun
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Catalan, German, Italian & Polish
The graphic novel adaptation of a theatre play originally
written by the ever multi-faceted Alejandro Jodorowsky (The
Incal, The Metabarons) for the famous French mime Marcel Marceau. A tale of love, art, and treason set in Nazi-occupied France, beautifully brought to life by prolific European artist and frequent
Humanoids contributor, O.G. Boiscommun (The Book of Jack).
31

Son of the Gun (Juan Solo)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Georges Bess

is it true,
what they say…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-60 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English, Danish, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese,
Croatian, Polish, Japanese & German

…you got
a tail?

…wiggle their butts
like monkeys!

Here it is…
Come play
with it…

A modern-day spiritual western by the same creative team
behind The White Lama. When an abandoned baby, sporting a tail, is rescued from a South American rubbish bin by a dwarf transvestite prostitute, you know you’re reading a story that only the mad genius of Alejandro Jodorowsky
(The Incal, The Metabarons) could conceive! The child grows up to become
Juan Solo, a vicious gangster and political enforcer, whose savagery sees him quickly
rise through the ranks. Until his past catches up to him…

ARGGGGH!

Play with it…? I'll
cut it off, yeah…

32
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…if you're
man enough!
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The White Lama (Le Lama Blanc)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Georges Bess
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 6 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese,
Danish, Polish, Czech, Croatian, Indonesian & Korean
Press rights sold: Slovenian, Italian
A Tibetan-set mystical adventure of treachery, martial arts, and spiritual redemption.
Late 19th century Tibet, after the Grand Lama Mipam dies, Gabriel, the orphan of
white explorers, is chosen as his reincarnation. As he is raised by a local family, the
seeds of corruption and despair sprout across the land, and it will be up to the “White
Lama” to fight his way back to the light. A breathtaking and spiritual epic adventure
set at the “Roof of the World.”
Awards:

Alph’art Best Scenario of Angoulême Comics Festival 1996

Stéphane Clément
Daniel Ceppi

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-96 pages, 11 volume series
Rights sold: German & Spanish
Stéphane Clément left Switzerland when he was a teenager, after
a botched robbery with an unfortunate ending. On his journey
he is confronted with many seemingly unsolvable problems and
ends up becoming an investigative hero, increasingly more cautious and more mature.
However, Stéphane’s sense of adventure and his incredible “gift” of putting himself in
harm’s way cannot stop him from fighting for the truth. Love, crime, and politics, all
intertwine along the way… A classic by Ceppi.

7
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Awards:

Alph’art Best Scenario of Angoulême Comics Festival 1979

CD - Corps Diplomatique
Daniel & Paûle Ceppi

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 120 pages, one shot
Press rights sold: Italian
Léocaldie Lulla works for the United Nations in Geneva; she’s
an independent young woman with a quiet life whose career
looks promising. But one day, she finds the body of a dead man
in front of her apartment door. Inspector Nizza slowly unravels the threads of a plot
featuring KGB agents and American secret services, all against a backdrop of devious
and secretive trade negotiations. A lucid vision of international relations as the Berlin
Wall falls before our very eyes!

Action /Adventure
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Thriller

Sole Survivor (Seul Survivant)

Hé !

- COMPLETED SERIES

C’est quoi,
ça !
Mon dieu !

Stéphane Louis, Thomas Martinetti,
Christophe Martinolli, Jorge Miguel & José Málaga
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch
After a terrible bus accident, in which he witnessed the death
of his girlfriend, Max is eaten away by pain and confusion.
Why was he spared? What really happened? Why is the man responsible still walking
around free? To get his mind off the tragedy, Max’s friends invite him on a vacation
to Miami. But as soon as their plane takes off, buried inner demons resurface with a
vengeance, as Max discovers that the plane’s pilot is none other than the drunk driver
that caused the accident that’s haunted Max ever since…

Balkans Arena
(Arène des Balkans)

Bon sang,
mais qu’estce qu’il se
passe ?

5
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I’ll give you my
earrings! I’ll give you
my jewelry! Just let
my son and me go!
please!

I…
Keep your
jewelry. Go
into the
forest and
stay hidden.
Hurry.

Run!

- COMPLETED SERIES

Philippe Thirault, Jorge Miguel & Darko Macan
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 112 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
This original, fast-paced tale catapults us into the seedy underworld of a country whose violent past still echoes into a
fractured present. Taken meets The Deer Hunter. Ex-soldier, and widower, Frank
Sokol must face the ghosts of the past when he returns to his native Croatia with his
Canadian–born 11-year-old son, Ben. But when Ben is kidnapped, Frank is forced to
mend deep-seated familial wounds, and resort to his military training to get him back.
Nothing will prepare him for what his search for his boy will uncover…

nice going,
men… All that
work made me
hungry!

Hey, Goran,
something for
your wife.

Did
you have a
good hunt,
lieutenant?

I did. I only
let a few get
away. Temperature’s
dropping tonight —
they’ll freeze
to death!

I kept
a trophy
though.

I kept the ears to
hang them from the
Jeep’s antenna!

6
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The Shadows of Salamanca
(Sarah) - COMPLETED SERIES
Christophe Bec & Stefano Raffaele

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 46 - 64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish & Dutch
This spine-chilling and multi-layered horror story contains
more than one monster lurking in the shadows! Sarah and
David, a young married couple from New York City, arrive to
settle near Salamanca, a small Pennsylvania forest village whose unwelcoming inhabitants appear to be protecting a secret and troubled past. Prey to her own childhood demons, as well as chronic anxiety attacks, Sarah discovers that this new life, which was
supposed to bring about a fresh start, actually only drastically increases her foreboding.
In order to confront her fears, Sarah searches for a truth that will lead her to places
where human and supernatural horror arise without warning, quickly and violently.
10

Thriller
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Milan K. - COMPLETED SERIES
Sam Timel & Corentin

Format: 22,5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 - 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, German, Japanese, Italian, Galician & Dutch
Press rights sold: Italian
In this modern Count of Monte Cristo story, a young man
is fighting evil in order to restore his family’s name and fortune. Young Micha Khodorov is forced to face hard truths
when his unjustly imprisoned father commits suicide and the plane carrying the rest of
his family is blown to pieces. In order to survive, Micha has to accept losing everyone
and everything. With only his loyal bodyguard at his side, the young man becomes an
international fugitive pursued by one of the most powerful men on the planet. Action
and suspense abound in this compelling contemporary tale of political and financial
intrigue. In his fight to survive, Micha, aka Milan K., faces more pain and further
revelations about a complex past and a unique destiny only he can fulfill.
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The Alliance of the Curious
(L’Association des
cas particuliers) - COMPLETED SERIES
Philippe Riche

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English
A quest a la The Da Vinci Code meets Elmore Leonard.
The Alliance's latest investigation begins when they find a
reliquary in the house of a deceased elderly woman. The box contains a mysterious skull
and a hair whose DNA analysis reveal that both belong to a Neanderthal man…a
contemporary one… Creator Philippe Riche, once again tackling both art and script
duties, brings back the cast of Bad Break in yet another off-beat hard-boiled adventure.
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- COMPLETED SERIES

Philippe Thirault, Marc Riou & Mark Vigouroux
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
Rights sold: English & Japanese
The tale of two unlikely partners in crime set in New York City's
“Roaring Twenties.” Nola is a poor white girl who has learned
to survive by hook or by crook since being expelled from an orphanage. Slim is a black pimp with an uncertain past, always
trying to keep one foot out of the grave. When their paths cross and their options run out,
Nola and Slim forge an uneasy partnership as hired killers. This is their story, about what
it takes to survive when all you have is a gun, and each other.
7
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John Lord - COMPLETED SERIES
D-P Filippi & Patrick Laumond

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish & German
An old-fashioned, yet truly original, noir tale set in 1920s
New York where an unlikely pair of detectives pursue a mysterious killer. Freshly returned from WWI, ex-detective John
Lord is convinced to reactivate a special investigative agency
known as the UPI to probe the grisly death of its founder. As John is joined by Clara,
an opinionated psychology student, the duo is taken on a wild ride from the Big Apple
to Louisiana's Bayou Country. A pulpy tale of crime, full of snappy dialogue, twists
and turns, and the unraveling mysteries of the past.

Mademoiselle
Summers.
Je crois savoir que vous
cherchez des informations
sur moi et mes affaires.

Alors je me suis dit
que je pourrais peut-être
vous faire gagner du temps
en vous expliquant tout
cela en personne.

22
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Dusk - COMPLETED SERIES

QUELQU’UN A CRIÉ « COMME
çA LE SORCIER ÉPOUSERA
PAS LA NÉGRESSE POUR
VIVRE À SALEM AVEC ELLE ».

Richard Marazano & Christian de Metter

QUAND TOM ÉTAIT PETIT, ON LUI A RACONTÉ
SI UN NÈGRE VEUT ÉPOUSER UNE bLANCHE,
FAUT LE PENDRE POUR ÉVITER çA…

TOM A COMPRIS IL FALLAIT
PENDRE MICHAEL POUR PAS
QU’IL MARIE LA NÉGRESSE.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English

MICHAEL ALLAIT ÉPOUSER
UNE NÉGRESSE. TOM IL
SAVAIT çA, IL L’AVAIT VUE
UNE FOIS. ELLE ÉTAIT
GENTILLE AVEC MICHAEL.

Three agents turn up in the small town of Salem to investigate the death of four people who died on the same night
under strange circumstances. It soon becomes clear that the
victims are not missed, and, in a charged atmosphere, the
investigators slowly uncover the terrible secret that unites the population of Salem.

COMME çA, C’ÉTAIT bIEN.

APRÈS çA ÉTÉ
HOWARD…

POUR LUI, çA A PAS FAIT DE LA
PEINE À TOM. DE TOUTE FAçON,
HOWARD IL AIMAIT PAS LES GENS.

çA SE VOYAIT DANS
SES DESSINS.

ON A FAIT DES TROUS
DANS SES TAbLEAUX.

52

Lou Cale - COMPLETED SERIES

DUSK-Integrale.indd 52
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Warn’s & Raives

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 46-48 pages, 5 volume series,
one story per album
Rights sold: German & English
Press rights sold: Italian

Hey, Juan… Why don’t you
explain to this jerk that I’m
the one and only Lou Cale and
that my photos of this sexy
dead gal on this shiny new car
are gonna net me at least
a 150 bucks…

This pulpy crime saga follows photojournalist Lou Cale from
the Big Apple’s roughest haunts to the plains of rural America. 1940s New York. Flashes go off around the city as bodies pile up and local papers
battle to feed the public’s demand for sensationalism. The “one and only” Lou Cale
is one of these notorious shutterbugs, but Lou also keeps his ear to the ground, often
picking up on crime scene details that go unseen by the authorities, and which lead
him into his own dogged investigations. From mysterious suicides, scalped corpses, and
stolen Oriental treasures, to racist hangings and mob assassinations, tough nut Lou fights his way through a bevy of beauties and a whole bunch of crooks, to get to the truth.

To the
darkroom,
Tony… Step
on it!

no offense,
Lieutenant, but
I don’t know how
you put up with
that guy!

Guess I’ve got
a soft spot for
nutcases… Besides,
new York wouldn’t
really be new York
without him.

11
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DARK RAGE (Colère Noire)
Thierry Smolderen & Philippe Marcelé

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, soft cover, color, 144 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
A visit to the supermarket goes horribly wrong when masked
robbers open fire and murder unsuspecting customers. After
witnessing the deaths of their respective loved ones, Marielle
and Stella join forces. As the two victims find support in their
common tragedies, they face a new goal: revenge against those who have taken their
loved ones from them. What follows is a tale of love, murder, grief, and violence as the
two women extract their brutal revenge.

Pandora’s Eyes
(Les Yeux de Pandora)

ColereNoire-Couleur.indd 6

12/06/2018 16:21

Vicenzo Cerami & Milo Manara

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 64 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, German, Spanish, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish,
Greek, Croatian & Finnish
Press rights sold: Slovenian
Wh-what
do you want
From me?!

An edge-of-your-seat thriller spiced with Milo Manara’s gorgeous erotic sensibility. Pandora is a beautiful young woman living with her adoptive parents in a major European
city. Out of the blue, she learns that her real father might be a terrible mob boss wanted by
the international authorities. When she is kidnapped and taken to Turkey, she is forced
to confront her dangerous past and investigate the motives of the people closest to her.
Oscar-nominated screenwriter Vincenzo Cerami, (Roberto Benigni’s international hit
Life is Beautiful), collaborates here with one of Europe’s greatest artists, Milo Manara.
Awards:

Grand Prix Saint-Michel, Brussels 2016

Yeux-de-Pandora-Couleur.indd 11

Plagiat ! - Le Théorème de
Morcom - Northreed Project
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Benoit Peeters, François Schuiten & Alain Goffin
Format: 19 x 26 cm, hardcover, color, 160 pages, omnibus

This volume compiles three separate stories, all infused with
the classic “ligne claire” style somewhere between E.P. Jacobs
and Floc’h. Each story depicts a tale of crime or espionage,
but tinged with a touch of the absurd and the bizarre. Plagiat! tells the story of a tormented painter, a victim of an imitator who seems to be more
succeessful than the man he claims to be. Le Théorème de Morcom plunges us deep
into the search for the prodigal “universal machine,” after the suspicious death of its
inventor. Lastly, Northreed Project (initially published by Dargaud), is set against
the backdrop of the Cold War, and is a spy story where the very manipulation of reality
is constantly at play, always present and always changing.
Awards:

4
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Historical Fiction

The Captives (Captifs) - NEW
Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, 56 pages, hardcover, color,
2 volume series, February 2021
Rights sold: Dutch
August 1754, New England. The Johnsons, a family of English farmers, are captured and enslaved by the Abenaki Indians. Thus begins a long, unbearable ordeal that only the
strongest will survive—a nightmare that won't end until
the day they are sold to the French, in Montreal. A heart-wrenching and little-known
adventure set in 18th century North America, based on the real life experience of Susanna Johnson.

The Winds of Anarchy
(LE VENT DES LIBERTAIRES) - NEW

Sept ans
plus tard,
en 1907.

Je ne suis
jamais très loin
de toi.

C’est pour
tes vingt ans.

Harrry Bozino & Carlos Magno

nestor !
C’est ravissant.

Pitié,
monsieur
daniel !
Pitié !

Il faut
toujours
que tu me
surprennes,
silencieux
comme un
chat…

Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, hardcover, color, 54 pages, 2 volume series,
August 2019
Ukraine, early 20th century. Originally from the very poor
peasant class and adopted by a middle-class family, young
Nestor Makhno can't seem to find his place in a ruthless
world ruled by the rich. Based on the true story of the greatest
Ukrainian anarchist who, defying both the Bolsheviks and the Germans, lived through
a half-century of revolts and revolutions, driven by his love of women and country.

Assez,
Daniel,
assez !

Je ne
peux plus
supporter ta
cruauté !
Ce n’est pas de la
cruauté, c’est de l’autorité.
Je gère un domaine, moi !

ne m’enterre
pas trop vite,
Daniel. Ce domaine
est encore
à moi.

Que Zimorski
soit emmené et
soigné.
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Shanghai Dream - COMPLETED SERIES
Philippe Thirault, Jorge Miguel

Illo ?

Où
est-elle ??

Mon amour, je ne peux me résoudre
à laisser mon père derrière moi.
Malgré ce qu’il prétend, il est
si faible. Toi, tu es fort.

Format: 24.0 x 32.0 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch & Spanish
Berlin, 1938. Aspiring filmmakers Bernhard and Illo are
madly in love, united by their passion for cinema…and now,
on the eve of the Second World War, it could be the only thing
they have left. As the streets heat up with the flames of violent
antisemitism, the couple has no choice but to abandon their home and go into exile.
With nothing but a screenplay and each other, they manage to board a ship headed
for Shanghai—a bubbling and enigmatic city that holds the promise of freedom...but
at what cost? A powerful, humanistic take on World War II from the largely undocumented perspective of the forced Jewish immigration to China.
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Je te rejoindrai avec
lui, j’en fais le serment.
Tu seras pour nous un
formidable éclaireur,
j’en suis certaine.

Illo !

Je te supplie de
m’attendre et de ne
jamais abandonner
notre rêve commun.
En y pensant tous
les deux, nous
ne serons jamais
réellement séparés.

Illo !

C’est
elle... Elle qui
a commis la pire
des folies.

Que fais-tu ?
Tu veux revenir au
port à la nage ?
Tu es fou !

33
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Eagle of the High Seas
(L’Aigle des Mers) - COMPLETED SERIES

Les quarantièmes Rugissants, à l’est de la Terre de Feu, 3 mars 1917.

Enea Riboldi, Philippe Thirault

Format: 24 x 32, hard cover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch
A great maritime adventure about the last days of the naval
wars between tall ships. The year is 1916. Hugo Von Krüger, the commander of the German sailing vessel Seeadler,
scours the Atlantic to sink enemy merchant ships but refusing to take lives. During a
raid, this aristocrat of the high seas captures a French crew, among whom is Penelope
de Luynes, a young woman with a passion for freedom. As the French prisoners prepare
for a revolt, Penelope and Hugo, who should feel anything but affinity in these times
of war, are irresistibly drawn to each other.

Donnerwetter ! Encore une
dizaine de milles pour seulement
approcher le Cap Horn.
Je suis épuisé !

Mon lieutenant !
Regardez ! Le canot
est en train de se
détacher !

Viens,
Hans, allons le
resangler !

Mon
lieutenant ! La…
La vague !

Un homme
à la mer !

54
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Le Samaritain - COMPLETED SERIES
Fred Le Berre & Michel Rouge

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: German, Spanish & Dutch
Press rights sold: Croatian
Shimon of Samaria is a judge for the Sanhedrin assembly of
Jerusalem. Born a Samaritan and educated in Rome he is
torn between the two disparate cultures. Working within two
jurisdictions, with very different sets of laws, his actions are quite precarious as he plays
both sides and risks losing everything. In Jerusalem, the merchants of the temple rule.
While restoring buildings damaged by an earthquake, a dead body is found under the
rubble. Is it an unfortunate victim of a natural disaster or is it a murder hastily disguised as an accident? And who is this victim that nobody seems to know? To answer
these questions, Judge Shimon will have to reconstruct, piece by piece, the identity and
history of the dead man, even if it means disrupting the sects that are swarming around
in these times of great change.

6
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Galata - COMPLETED SERIES

Alain Paris, Fred Le Berre & Stefano Palumbo
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
As he takes up his duties as Provost of Istanbul, Ogier de
Mercoeur narrowly escapes an assassination attempt by
Wallachians who mistakenly murder a young French poet
instead. The plot thickens when it’s revealed that the alleged
murderer is the offspring of the Duke of Venice and the protégé
of the Sultan, who holds the Christians of Istanbul at his mercy. To unravel this case
of diplomacy and politics, Ogier may have to plunge the entire harbor district and
the Venetian embassy into chaos. And Ogier’s calamitous and irresponsible deputy—
foisted on the Provost—isn’t helping in his quest.

Historical Fiction
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La Porte d’Ishtar - COMPLETED SERIES
Alain Paris & Simon Dupuis

JE SUIS RIB-ADDI, L’INTENDANT
DU DOMAINE. MA MAÎTRESSE EST
HONORÉE DE VOTRE VISITE. SI VOUS
VOULEZ BIEN ME SUIVRE.

C’EST TOI
QUI AS DÉCOUVERT LE CORPS
DE NINSIBUR ?

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Press rights sold: Italian
Ancient Babylon, the capital city of the Assyrian-Babylonian
Empire, was the most populated city in the world, surrounded
by a wall with seven gates. One of them is dedicated to the
goddess Ishtar, and capital punishments are carried out in
the square in front of it. The dried skins of condemned criminals are nailed down on the
gate as a foreboding warning. Taliya, a young scribe girl, is chosen by Queen Semiramis
to lead the police force and investigate all levels of this prosperous city. Her first investigation (contained in a two-volume story) is into the murder of an important citizen who
seems to have let himself be strangled without resistance. To uncover the truth, Taliya
will have to confront a chauvinistic society full of old-fashioned prejudices.

NON, C’EST UNE
SERVANTE, MAIS J’AI ENLEVÉ
LE LACET NOUÉ AUTOUR DE SON COU
POUR LE REMETTRE À SAGIBU,
TON PRÉDÉCESSEUR.

C’EST VRAI…
POURTANT MON MAÎTRE ÉTAIT
UN HOMME ROBUSTE… J’AVOUE
NE PAS COMPRENDRE…

LE RAPPORT DE SAGIBU PRÉCISE
QU’IL N’Y AVAIT AUCUNE TRACE DE LUTTE
DANS LA CHAMBRE… NE TROUVES-TU
PAS CELA BIZARRE ?

QUOI ENCORE ?
NE PEUT-ON ME LAISSER
EN PAIX ?

MAÎTRESSE…

TON MAÎTRE
BUVAIT-IL DU VIN DE
PALME JUSQU’À PERDRE
CONSCIENCE ? OU BIEN
MÂCHAIT-IL LES FEUILLES
DU CHANVRE ?

CERTAINEMENT PAS !
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Le Maître Rouge - COMPLETED SERIES
Francesco Artibani & Ivo Milazzo

Au revoir, Giovanni
Battista !

Au revoir,
mon père
…

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Croatian, Serbian & Italian
Press rights sold: Slovenian
Inside the Pontifical State of Rome in 1830, civil life is governed with an iron fist by the ecclesiastic authorities. The
hero of this series is inspired by the character of the Red Master, a pontifical executioner for almost 70 years who put 515 people to death. Giovan
Battista Mori, the Pope’s executioner for the last 30 years, is a quiet man who devotes
himself to his woodwork shop when away from the scaffold. His hangman trade has
made him one of the most unpopular men in the city. Yet, his detachment is only
ostensible, as Mori still holds the weight of a passionate crime he committed long ago
- for which an innocent man was executed. The obsessive feeling of guilt drives him to
investigate the cases of prisoners on “death row”.

Des
nouvelles
de la fille d’Alybert ?

Ce ne sera pas facile de la retrouver !
Le Père Loup et sa bande ont des
cachettes partout
…

Toujours rien, mais les
recherches continuent !
Le Major a suspendu
les permissions et
les congés…

… et
bien trop de
complices parmi
les misérables
de leur espèce
…

… Mais je les
prendrai, Mori…
quand bien même ce
serait ma dernière
action !

Alors
je vous laisse
seuls ! Si vous
permettez…

Oui ?
La tête.
Spinetta ?
…

Major
Alybert !
Asseyez-vous,
je vous en
prie !

7

Novikov - COMPLETED SERIES
Patrick Weber & Bruno Brindisi

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Italian
Press rights sold: Italian
Alexis Novikov, an officer in the Imperial Police, solves criminal mysteries in a Saint Petersburg torn between the eternal
Russia of the ancient Tsars and the modern, enlightened European version envisaged by Peter the Great. He doesn’t hesitate to use “unorthodox” methods in his investigations. A fanatic named Troubelkine accuses Saint Petersburg’s elite
society of corruption, libertinism, and decadence. The man soon becomes the prime suspect
when several members of the aristocracy are savagely murdered with a crucifix through
the heart. Yet, those same aristocrats seem to protect this man people call the “Starets,” the
“Fool of God.” Despite numerous pitfalls the investigation turns personal for the dashing
Novikov, who believes this wealthy class are responsible for the death of his own wife.
54
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œil de jade - COMPLETED SERIES

Patrick Weber & Emanuele Tenderini

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Press rights sold: Italian
Detective Wang Fu Min, a former soldier, conducts unique
inquiries in Longmen, a central Chinese city where the justice
system is plagued by corruption. Although separated from
his two wives, he’s stayed close to his children, especially his
18-year-old son who accompanies him during his investigations, and his 10-year-old
daughter, who knows how to melt the heart of this incorruptible civil servant who lives
a simple life, close to his people. While his southern accent suggests a certain innocence,
this excellent policeman is honest to a fault, as well as being a fine marksman. Yet,
his complex relationship with the Manchu outlaw called “The White Tigress,” is filled
with esteem, defiance, passion, and repulsion. Their positions as enemies—yet their
attraction to each other—confounds her crimes and foils his investigations, on a road
littered with corpses and stolen treasures.

Salome DEF.qxp:Salome DEF.qxp

Salomé - COMPLETED SERIES
Eric Prungnaud & Giuseppe Palumbo

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series

18/02/10
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Page 7

DEMEURE DU SÉNATEUR
TIBERIUS MELINAS

AÏE !

TU M’AS FAIT MAL
SALOMÉ !
PARDONNEZ-MOI
MAÎTRESSE !

In 43 A.D., Rome is a modern, cosmopolitan, mystical, and
dangerous city. A city of sects, secret societies,conspiracies,
murders, orgies, and other distractions invented to placate
a people always quick to revolt. In this city lives Salomé,
a psychic woman renowned for her accurate clairvoyance.
However, her success is due to more than a simple “gift of the gods.” Her astute mind,
psychological awareness, and cunning personality all allow her to “foresee” the truth.
If a friend or a parent disappears suspiciously, people come to her for help. Behind her
front as a clairvoyant, she runs a meticulous, and logical investigation, especially
when it concerns one of her nearest and dearest...

Historical Fiction
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QUELLE IDIOTE !
POURQUOI ES-TU SI
MALADROITE AUJOURD'HUI ?

RÉPONDS-MOI QUAND
JE TE PARLE !

EXCUSE-MOI D’ÊTRE SI BRUTALE !
TU SAIS COMBIEN J’AI LES NERFS
FRAGILES. RACONTE-MOI
JE T’EN PRIE ! JE SUIS
CONCERNÉE ?

ALORS DIS-MOI
CE QUE TU AS !

LÂCHEZ-MOI
JULIA !

J’AI EU UNE
TERRIBLE VISION…

J’AI VU UN HORRIBLE SERPENT VERT
AUX YEUX ROUGES, LA GUEULE OUVERTE,
PRÊT À MORDRE…

UN SERPENT VERT AUX YEUX
ROUGES ? MON AMIE PAULINA
POSSÈDE UN TEL BIJOU.

ELLE EST EN DANGER,
C’EST ÇA ? MAIS PARLE-MOI !

7

ALL AGES

Gregory and the Gargoyles
(Gargouilles) - COMPLETED SERIES

D-P Filippi, J. Etienne (vol. 1) & Silvio Camboni (vol. 2-7)
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 – 56 pages, 7 volume series,
one story per album
Rights sold: Galician, Hebrew, English (US) & Chinese (simplified)
Press rights sold: Italian & Valencian
A strange medallion… A mystical world… An ancient battle
between Good and Evil… Unhappy and uprooted by his family’s recent move, Gregory
holes up in his new house where he discovers a peculiar medallion that bears the image of
the cathedral across the street. He sets out to explore the mysterious old building and the
stone creatures that guard it, when suddenly, he’s hurled into the past where gargoyles,
dragons and sorcerers are fighting in an ongoing battle against dark forces trying to rid
the world of magic! A thrilling first adventure in the acclaimed magical series—perfect
for fans of Harry Potter and Amulet!
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Brüssli - COMPLETED SERIES
J-L Fonteneau & J. Etienne

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English (US)
The fun-filled and extraordinary adventures of Brüssli, halfboy half-dragon. Beak-faced Brussli is bullied by the village
children. Curious about his true origins, the dauntless “Dragon Boy,” sets off on a quest for adventure and discovery.
What he finds, however, turns his world upside down and puts him face-to-face with
a unique cast of fantastical fairies, talking rabbits, wily wolves, battle-hardened nuns,
demonic beings, and much, much more, in this hysterical and heartwarming comedy
adventure.

Basil & Victoria - COMPLETED SERIES
Yann & Edith

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: Finnish, Spanish and English

mep Basile et Victoria T2 ok :mep Basile et Victoria T2 ok

18/11/08

A humorous Victorian social fable told in a pure Dickensian tradition. Follow the titular pair of street orphans on
adventures far and wide. London, 1887. While the British Empire is at its peak, and influences the majority of the
world, most of London still lives amid poverty, disease, and crime. Basil and Victoria
are two of the thousands oforphaned street urchins who survive by hustling, selling
rats, and sleeping on the docks. Helped by Cromwell, their faithful bulldog, the trio
travel from the mean streets of Whitechapel to exotic distant lands, meeting famous,
and infamous, historical and literary figures along the way, as they lovingly bicker and
squabble the entire time!
Awards:

Alph-Art of Best French album in Angoulême 1993
39
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Henriette

Dupuy & Berberian
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series,
short stories
Henriette is a young, shy, and chubby girl, but one gifted
with a wonderful imagination, which allows her to escape
her difficulties. Henriette’s father is not very shrewd and her
mother and her friends are prone to hysterics. When she can
no longer endure the general stupidity of her family, Henriette takes refuge in her inner
world, where she imagines hilarious vengeance on a thousand small, daily humiliations. Fortunately, thanks to some essential friendships, she experiences real life victories
as well…
40

Le Journal d’Henriette
Dupuy & Berberian

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48-52 pages,
3 volume series, short stories
Rights sold: Spanish & Korean
By writing in her diary Henriette confronts her daily problems with other children and adults in her life, in her own
unique way. There, she writes a revised version of reality and
explores her most incredible wishes. Smiles and tenderness are intertwined in this series
by Dupuy & Berberian (Grand Prix d’Angoulême in 2008), as they skillfully capture
the bitter-sweetness of youth.
Awards:

Grand Prix of Angoulême 2008 – Dupuy et Berberian

La Fée Kaca
Florence Cestac

MEP FeeKaca.qxd
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Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, one-shot, short stories.
After contributing to the famed Le Journal de Mickey
magazine, among many others, bestselling author Florence
Cestac continued her unique work in the magazine Pif, for
which she created the characters presented in this collection.
While clearly created for younger readers discussing the more
innocent side of scatological toilet humour—this one-shot about a fairy and her curses
also contains enough inside jokes for grown-ups, as well as Cestac’s loyal readers.
Awards:

Grand Prix of Angoulême 2000 – Florence Cestac
Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres 2017 – Florence Cestac
7
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Les Luchadoritos

Jerry Frissen, Hervé Tanquerelle & Romuald Reutimann
Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, one shot, short stories
Danger is on the prowl...in the bedroom, in the basement,
behind the cacti... Fortunately, six-year-old Melindez is on
guard. Strong, smart, and afraid of nothing, you can be under
his protection by visiting the blue house with the white shutters.
If he’s not at home, just ask his mother, she’ll know where to
find him. He’ll probably be with his gang: brother Ricardo, Aquilito, and Lupe... a
girl. Don’t be scared, he won’t hurt you.

5

Battle Bash

tomber sur un os...

Jerry Frissen, Ines Vargas, Gobi, Fabien M., Sanford
Greene & Bill
Format: 22,5 x 29,7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, one-shot, one page gag
Je me demande vraiment
pourquoi tu m’as emmené ici.
C’est n’importe quoi ce truc,
c’est pas du sport.

Je m’amuse plus aux
stupides spectacles de
marionnettes à l’école
de mes enfants.

Regarde-moi ces
guignols. C’est de la blague
tout ça. Ils ont même pas
vraiment mal.

BATTLE BASH

The perennially popular phenomenon of WWE (World
TEQUILA
Wrestling Entertainment) ensures that 8–12
year-olds will
JEU DE CARTES
love this album of gags about American wrestling
along with
FIVE card
36 playing cards, in the vein of Slam AttaxLUCHADORES
wrestling
LES TIKITIS
game. Featuring American artist Sanford Greene and written by Jerry
Frissen and
Ines Vargas, Battle Bash also includes the best fight scenes from the Lucha Libre
universe, as drawn by Fabien M., Bill, and Gobi.

page 3
Dessin De sanforD greene, scénario De inès Vargas, couleur De francisco “pac23” perez

page 18
Dessin et couleur De gobi, scénario De gobi et Jerry frissen

C’est consternant...
on voit leurs trucs d’ici.
J’ai honte pour eux.

page 25

Faut pas avoir
fait l’Actors Studio
pour se jeter le cul
par terre et beugler
comme des cochons.

Et encore...
Quand je dis bons, je
veux dire médiocres.
C’est juste de
bons acteurs...

Dessin De bill, gobi, fabien M. et sanforD greene

page 33
Dessin De bill, scénario De Jerry frissen, couleur De lucie firouD

page 40
Dessin et couleur De fabien M., scénario De Jerry frissen

tu disais ?

Une colone
vertébrale !
Qui a perdu une
colone vertébrale ?

3
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Monsieur Jean
Dupuy & Berberian

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48-56 pages, 5 volume,
short stories, one story per album
Rights sold: English, German, Dutch, Finnish, Croatian, Norwegian,
Spanish (Spain & Argentina) Italian & Korean
Press rights sold: English, Dutch, Finnish & Swedish
The charming and humorous adventures of a handsome Parisian novelist, as recounted
with a uniquely European sensibility. Monsieur Jean is a young writer whose everyday
life and its inescapable existential woes are comedically told by the talented team of
Dupuy & Berberian, winners of the 2008 Grand Prix de la ville d’Angoulême. Whether
it’s the unexpected visit of an old friend, a trip to his in-laws, the arrival of a child, the
frustrations of writer’s block, or even dealing with his moody landlady, Monsieur Jean’s
life and times all share a tenderness and a dash of irony. A series full of the nostalgia
and droll absurdity that invariably come with adulthood.

29

Key Points: Translated into 10 languages • Awards:

Alph-Art of Best French album in Angoulême 1999 • Grand Prix of Angoulême
2008 • Dupuy et Berberian - Ficción para Jóvenes Autor extranjero in Banda Dibujada Argentina 2012

The Singles Theory
(La Théorie des Gens Seuls)
Dupuy & Berberian

Format: 19 x 26 cm, softcover, duotone, 136 pages, one-shot short stories
Rights sold: English, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, & Finnish
Press rights sold: Latvian
Monsieur Jean is back in this stand-alone volume continuing the
adventures of our favorite Parisian bachelor and his entourage. This beautifully designed
two-color title explores the dreams and nostalgia that invariably come with adulthood.

The Z WORD (aka THE ZOMBIES
THAT ATE THE WORLD)

THEORIE DES GENS SEULS-R.indd 12

24/01/11 14:07

Jerry Frissen, Guy Davis & Jorge Miguel

ZombiesT1.qxp:ZombiesT1.qxp

Format: 17,55 x 26,6cm, hardcover, color, 104-120 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: English, German, Italian & Spanish
Press rights sold: Finnish & Croatian
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Italian & English
An action-packed adventure-comedy for fans of zombies and insanely violent Belgians
with bad dress sense. Los Angeles, 2060s. In a world where humans have to coexist
alongside the living dead, a new work opportunity arises: zombie pest control. Karl,
his sister Maggie, and their Belgian friend Freddy Merckx, embrace this “career choice”
in the hope of making some easy money. Not to mention enjoying the perks of the job,
whether it’s bashing zombies or...er...sleeping with them. Unfortunately for our trio, the
job isn’t that simple: not only are the dead still walking, but they stink, have a terrible
sense of humor and some very ambitious plans for world domination.

humor
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non, dave. je ne suis pas d’accord.
je te l'ai déjà souvent dit et répété :
on ne tire plus sur grand-père.

ooh papa. ça lui fait rien.
popypop est mort…

et range ton arme !

dans la vie, dave, apprends
que l’on ne fait pas toujours
ce dont on a envie.

médite là-dessus et file dans
ta chambre, tu en sortiras
quand tu l'auras compris.

il vise juste
ce petit con...

4

Paris Soirees (Soirs de Paris)
Philippe Petit-Roulet & François Avril

Format: 30,5 x 40,6 cm, hardcover, color, 64 pages, one-shot,
short stories
Rights sold: English
An elegant and ironic journey through the “City of Love,” as
told through a wordless collection of short stories. Drawn and
written by the artsy creative team of Avril and Petit-Roulet,
Paris Soirees presents intellectual, yet humorous, silent vignettes of the many different
types of nights one can enjoy in the French capital. A must-have book for collectors of
the best that Europe’s bande dessinée has to offer.
SOIR-DE-PARIS.indd 13
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Through the Walls
(Les Passe-Murailles)
Jean-Luc Cornette & Stéphane Oiry

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series,
short stories
Rights sold: Italian, Spanish & English
Press rights sold: Finnish & Dutch
Slice-of-life stories sprinkled with a dash of the supernatural,
and served with comical and whimsical results. A series of humorous vignettes of everyday life…except for the fact that each short story features one or more characters who
have the uncanny ability of walking through walls. Whether it’s a romantic dinner, a
friendly bet, or a crush on your co-worker, this special skill promises to "enliven" things
quite a bit… Curse or blessing? It’s up to you to find out!
41
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Maximum & Minimum
Jerry Frissen & Walder

Vous avez
terminé ? Je suis
prêt à déclencher
l’explosion.

Quand la cité souterraine explosera,
elle entraînera une bonne partie de
Little Tokyo dans les abîmes.

Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, one-shot
Maximum and Minimum are two regular guys whose obsession
with all things Lucha Libre and all things Japanese have inspired them to become HEROES! By day, they are dishwashers at
a small restaurant in Los Angeles’s Little Tokyo neighborhood.
By night, they hope to save the weak (particularly the really cute
and sexy female ones...) from the clutches of Evil! When children begin mysteriously
disappearing from the streets of Little Tokyo, our duo isn't all that bothered until they
find out that the prettiest waitress at their restaurant is DEVASTATED by the news.
Hoping to gain her affection, our two “heroes” investigate the kidnappings. What
they find is a humongous conspiracy involving a secret underground city below Little
Tokyo, and lots of KILLER ROBOTS!

61

Bah, nous sommes riches, nous
recommencerons ailleurs. À
Chinatown par exemple...

La Chine, hein ?
Je me verrais
bien empereur
de Chine... Ils ont
un empereur
là-bas ?

Hey, vous autres. Je serai
bientôt empereur de Chine.
Que je
t’aime idiot !
Pourquoi
toi ? C’est
toujours
toi !

Oui, un certain
Mao, je crois.
Un communiste.

Maximum ?
Ça va ? Désolé,
je crois que j’ai
freiné un peu
tard.

46
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notre mission est
de nettoyer la ville,
alors je nettoie…

C’est propre,
y’a pas à dire…

- COMPLETED SERIES

Jerry Frissen & Bill

Plutôt
que de vous
disputer,
regardez
ça…

C’est toujours la même
chose avec toi, Diablo Loco.
Dès que ça se gâte, tu fais
des cacas nerveux dans
ton costume.

Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Galician & Japanese
Press rights sold: English (Malaysia)
Between battles and laughs, a story of acceptance, camaraderie, and
tradition set in the world of Lucha Libre. Lucha Libre, the Mexican art of wrestling, has
made its way to Southern California in the form of the Luchadores Five, a gang unlike any
other, whose mission is to clean up its East Los Angeles community. But despite all of their
best attempts to get rid of crime in their hometown, the “Unfabulous 5,” as they are sometimes known, are regularly arrested by the police, roughed up by a myriad of other gangs,
including Werewolves, ridiculed by the public, and chastised by their family and loved ones.
Between battles and laughs, The Unfabulous Five is a story of acceptance, camaraderie,
and the importance of tradition, culture, and community. Set in a world much like today’s,
but within the unique Lucha Libre universe, with all its eccentric yet lovable characters,
the book’s social issues are addressed in imaginative and hysterical ways.

Tequila - COMPLETED SERIES

Quoi !?
Je…

!?!?
Mais… alors… ils
sont probablement
là ! Tout près !

Klang !

9
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Tequila fâché,
très fâché !

Jerry Frissen & Gobi

tu crois qu’tu m’fais
peur ?! Quand j’en aurai
fini avec toi, ta femme va avoir
du mal à te reconnaître !

Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
La nichonneuse sur qui
que tu t’frottes comme
une limace ? T’appelles
ça une femme ?

Au moins,
Tequila avoir
femme !

Tequila believes he was abandoned by his parents as an infant and
raised by the cacti of Mexico. When his adoptive Cacti parents died,
he fermented their remains in a bottle! Whenever he is in need of his
“special” powers, he takes a swig of this “unique” tequila made from the remains of his
adopted parents. A former member of the Unfabulous 5, Tequila was kicked out of the gang
by its leader, El Gladiator, over a mysterious disagreement. Tequila now lives in a trailer
park with his wife Cheryl, and despite his immense size and superhuman strength, he is
actually an enormously sensitive guy who can regularly be found crying in the comforting
arms of his spouse, gently rocking to the amorous sounds of Mariachi music. That is until
his troubled past returns to haunt him in the form of different villains…

tequila
arracher
face !

Ah ! La sombra
rien du tout !

4
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The Tikitis (Les Tikitis) - COMPLETED SERIES
Jerry Frissen & Fabien M.

Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48-64 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish & English
A group of retired Lucha Libre masked heroes hope for well-deserved peace and quiet on a small Polynesian island. Unbeknownst
to them, their greatest adventures are yet to come! M. Philoloco,
Doctor Sumo, Polynome Z, and Cerebrex are four retired Luchadores known as The
Tikitis. They thought it would be easy living on the small Polynesian “Savage Island.”
Boy, were they wrong! Amidst dealing with becoming old men, they accidentally find
themselves in the most savage of habitats where world-threatening evildoers regularly
create turmoil in the island’s jungles. It’s hard to call retired life on a tropical island
"paradise" when you have to deal with Voodoo zombies, brain-swapping mad scientists,
a cyclops and, worst of all, a visit from Philoloco’s overbearing mother!
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il n’est pas là. Tu es
sûr qu’il t’a dit qu’il
rentrait directement ?

faisons le point.
Où est Z’ ?

Je vais le
chercher.

Qu’est-ce qui se
passe avec ‘Z ?

à table !

Yessss !

Heureusement que vous êtes là
tous les deux parce que mon bon à
rien de fils a l’air d’avoir perdu
tout respect pour sa mère.
Y comprend rien au
saindoux, ça c’est sûr.

Avec lui, une maman
se sentirait coupable
de rendre visite à
son fils.

Il a un père aussi. C’est
d’ailleurs pour ça que je
suis ici. Il faut que je lui
parle de cet idiot.

Au fait, on fait équipe avec
Philoloco… Filbert depuis pas
mal d’années et on n’a jamais su
qu’il avait encore une mère.

La consistance est
légèrement différente
de celui d’hier soir.

mais la couleur
est la même.
le saindoux est
un mets aux multiples
saveurs.
dis, ‘Sumo. Tu vas
arrêter de nous
faire chier avec ton
saindoux ?

19

The Werewolf of Solvang
(Le Loup-garou de Solvang)
Jerry Frissen, Bill & Christophe Gaultier

Format: 22 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, one-shot
In The Werewolf of Solvang, we get a glimpse of a young El
Gladiator (leader of the Unfabulous Five) as he struggles with
romance and adventure during the 1980s. As an up-and-coming heroine, Madame Belle decides to study the intricacies of
“heroism” from the seasoned veteran El Gladiator. Unfortunately, El Glad and Madame
Belle want something drastically different from their "team-up." Madame Belle’s happy
being the “Robin” to El Gladiator’s "Batman." However, El Gladiator’s hoping she’ll be
the “Eve” to his “Adam”. In this team-up adventure, El Gladiator and Madame Belle
investigate the peculiar sightings of a werewolf in the California tourist town of Solvang.
Is there some truth to the rumor that a werewolf has been seen atop the tacky Danish
windmills of Solvang? Or is it all a hoax intended to attract tourists? The truth will
haunt you (and make you laugh)!

Santos...
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Profesor Furia

Jerry Frissen & Nikola Witko
Format: 21.8 x 28.5 cm, color, 56 pages, one-shot
There are always exceptions to the rule: the despicable “hero”
Professor Furia is the Yin to the true heroes of the Lucha Libre
universe’s Yang (Luchadores Five, Tikitis…). Terrible,
ugly and cruel, Profesor Furia mistreats his students, comes
up with the most ignominious plans to conquer the world,
and is the ultimate macho man. In short: Furia is not PC and isn’t afraid to hide it!

Les Closh, gloires et déboires
Dodo & Ben Radis

Format: 22,5 x 29,7 cm, hardcover, color, 88 pages, one shot
Meet The Closh, five musicians with more talent than they
know what to do with, and who love to play rock ‘n’ roll! However, there’s one slight problem stopping their music reaching
the public that wants to hear it, it’s a little thing called show
business! Lousy record companies, incompetent radio DJs, and
shady producers, all make it hard for this talented band to reach the top of the charts!

63
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Chaland Anthology
(Tout Chaland) - COMPLETED SERIES
Yves Chaland

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 128-48 pages, 4 volumes
Rights sold: Freddy Lombard - Greek, Italian, Spanish, Swedish,
Danish, German & English • Bob Fish – German & Dutch • Jeune
Albert – German & Spanish
Press rights sold: Freddy Lombard - Hungarian
The art of Chaland explores many different universes and genres. For example, while
"Freddy Lombard" follows exotic adventures, "Young Albert" examines more intimate
and everyday events and is also largely autobiographical. In Tout Chaland all the
author’s now legendary characters are assembled: Freddy Lombard, Adolphus Claar,
Young Albert, and many others. This is the complete works of Yves Chaland in 4 volumes — a genius who tragically left us far too young. In addition to his contributions
to comics, Chaland has been acclaimed for his work in advertising and his ability to
revive the “ligne Claire” drawing style with a contemporary twist.

Benito Mambo
Christian Durieux

Format: 25.3 x 33.6 cm, hardcover, color, 120 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
A whimsical and heartfelt fable about following your dreams
that will appeal to fans of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s classic,
The Little Prince. Benito dreams of becoming a mambo dancer. But his outraged billionaire father forbids the little boy’s
dancing destiny and exiles him from the family home. On the fantastical journey that
follows, young Benito will meet a host of quirky characters, traverse the globe, and
experience love and friendship.

6

TALES of Suburban Life
(Scènes de la Vie de Banlieue)
Caza

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 176 pages, omnibus
Rights sold: Polish
This omnibus edition compiles the short stories by Caza,
which take place in the French suburbs of the late seventies.
When supernatural fantasy overcomes your everyday life, the
result can be quite cruel and quite funny.

SceneBanlieue.indd 150
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Rat’s - COMPLETED SERIES
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10:27

Page 7

Ptiluc

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 9 volume series
The anthology of Rat’s: the most deliciously provocative
comic of Ptiluc. He creates here an animal universe where the
challenges and stakes are surprisingly human… A funny and
acerbic critic of our contemporary society!

7

Monkeys (Ni Dieu ni BÊte)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Ptiluc

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Two monkeys, one teacher and one student, discuss the philosophies of the human being and his standing in the lengthy
evolutionary ladder. Enough to keep all two-legged creatures
thinking and entertained!
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By the Numbers
(La Vie de Victor Levallois)

I found this
album in an old
Chinese bookstore
in Cholon. it dates
back to the French
occupation…

- COMPLETED SERIES

Patrick Weber & Bruno Brindisi
Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 4 volume series
one story per album.
Rights sold: English, Spanish & Dutch

isn’t
that funny?
it looks just
like you, but
20 years
younger.

Very funny…
Francis Werner, Bich
Dung, Big Max, Arnaud
and me, all looking just
like ourselves, but 20
years younger
indeed…

So it
is… Whoa!
That’s
wild!

I don’t
even know who
took it. So many
guests stayed
at The Villa!

The accidental—and life changing—adventures of timid accountant Victor Levallois, from Europe to Southeast Asia! It all starts in 1948 when
Victor is entrusted with an unusual errand: deliver a suitcase to the port of Marseilles.
But, when the suitcase is stolen, Victor finds himself bound for Saigon and the decadence,
intrigue and “adventure” of a colonial war!

Don’t get
too excited. You
just stumbled onto
an old picture I’d
forgotten
about…

That old rascal
Bernard noel. it was
1948! I remember it
like it was yesterday.
My first new Year’s
Eve wearing a
sleeveless
shirt…

6
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Anges - COMPLETED SERIES
Dieter & O. G. Boiscommun

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: German & English
Jeliel and Yesod are facetious, intelligent, and rather lazy angels,
used by the Divine Authorities to keep the Church in good order.
They are ordered to bring peace back to the quiet gothic church of
Saint-Eustache where the usual torpor is threatened by a significant increase in sins. All signs indicate the intrusion on demonic envoys. After the first exciting book where Good finally triumphs over Evil, our angels are compensated for their efficient
work by a transfer to a tiny parish in Brittany where traditional witchcraft has returned. No
peace for these angels! A charming mix of poetry and laughter pervades this series.
11

Dans les Villages

Anges T1.indd 11

22/06/11 11:48

Max Cabanes

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 52-64 pages, 4 volume series
In the village of Merdouzills, life is simple and peacefully
sways along to the gentle rhythm of the good intentioned habits of its four fingered inhabitants. Babies are always born in
the spring, and the nights are always spent around the fire.
Eating, drinking, and sleeping are the ways of life. Jean-Marie and Julienne are two inseparable friends who are very loyal to their well-loved
village. But the arrival of Jonathan on his acrobatic bicycle will disrupt the continuity
of their little world. The cyclist claims to have found a stash of corniflure, a substance
that causes bouts of intelligence in whoever consumes it. On their journey to this coveted
good, the gang from Merdouzills encounter many strange beings as they wander further
and further away from their cherished land. A comical tale rich in adventure.
Awards:

Grand Prix of Angoulême 1990 – Max Cabanes

JODORowsky &
Boucq's twisted tales
(Le trésor de l’ombre)
Alejandro Jodorowsky & François Boucq

Format: 19 x 29.5 cm, hardcover, duotone, illustrated text, 88 pages, one shot
Rights sold: English
The playful collaboration of two masters of the medium, where
the thoughts of one guided the hand of the other. The result
is a unique blend of poetry and graphic storytelling. Because of their love of both words
and imagery, Alejandro Jodorowsky challenged François Boucq (Bouncer) to a game.
Jodorowsky would write dozens of short stories full of wisdom and humor, poetry and
brutality, irony and beauty. From these diverse fables, Boucq would pick 40 or so tales
to comment on and illustrate. The dialogue between them ended up taking them further
than expected. Together, they created a truly original piece of work, where the art was
fully intertwined to the writing, as lyrics are to music.
Awards:
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Grand Prix of Angoulême 1998 – François Boucq
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Kebra & KeublA
La Honte aux Trousses,
Sur la Piste du Bongo &
Wallaye!
Jano

Format: 22,5 x 29,7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 – 56 pages, 3 volume series
Keubla and Kebra are two hoodlums looking to make a quick
buck in Africa. However, on the journey they think will lead
them to riches, they run afoul of raging sorcerers, crazed revolutionaries, and dealers
of everything and anything under the sun! In this story, Jano offers a glimpse of the
multifaceted reality of modern-day Africa, where hypnotizing colors mix with vivid
landscapes, and where the worst of criminals are the best of hosts. As tradition blends
with contemporary society, the voyage begins!

3

African Sketchbook
(Carnet d’Afrique)
Jano

Format: 25.1 x 18.1 cm, color, 64 pages, one-shot
Scenes of daily lives depicted with humor and simplicity by Jano on his journey across Africa. Experience
his discoveries, joys, pleasures, and difficulties in this colorful travelogue. A lively
compilation of drawings offering a broad view of the African continent by one of the
star artists of the legendary Métal Hurlant magazine.

CarnetAfrique.indd 7
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First-Time Mother
(Suivez le bébé)
Dodo & Ben Radis

Format: 27.1 x 24.1 cm, color, 88 pages, one-shot
A true, intimate story of motherhood, told in graphic
novel form! This series of vignettes ranges from lighthearted and funny to deeply moving, as you experience
Dodo’s joys, desires, and fears following the birth of her child. The mother of all slice-of-life
books, illustrated by the baby’s talented uncle, Ben Radis
46
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District 14 (Cité 14) - COMPLETED SERIES
Pierre Gabus & Romuald Reutimann

Format: 19 x 26 cm, softcover, b & w, 64-80 pages, 2 seasons, 10 volume
series • Rights sold: English, Spanish & Italian
A unique and addictive anthropomorphic mystery with an intricate plot and a fantastic cast of characters. District 14: a labyrinthine megalopolis where humans, animals, and aliens coexist.
A rotting Tower of Babel where anarchy and wealth commingle, where affluence and
crime intertwine… It is amidst this vibrant urban landscape that a strange character, an
elephant by the name of Michael, disembarks from an immigrant vessel. This mighty pachyderm barely sets his bag down when he is caught in a violent crossfire… Along with Hector,
an opinionated journalist beaver, they come to form a unique and powerful duo,reporting
for one of the city’s sensationalist newspapers. But District 14 will not give up its many
secrets so easily, nor allow itself to suffer at the mercy of the local tabloid! District 14 is a
unique anthropomorphic mystery with an intricate plot and a fantastic cast of characters.
Winner of the Best Series prize at the 2012 Angoulême International Comics Festival.
Awards:

16
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Best Series Award in Angoulême 2012

The Fantastic Voyage
of Lady Rozenbilt
(L’Extravagante Croisière
de Lady Rozenbilt)

… As the artists finish preparing, I would
like to invite you all for a glass of champagne
in my private exhibition room where an
intriguing spectacle awaits us…

My friends, if I may
have your
attention
please…

Pierre Gabus & Romuald Reutimann

Format: 21 x 28.1 cm, hardcover, color, 124 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English

Please,
do come in…

Oh my

A moving origin story featuring a colorful cast of characters of all shapes, forms and species, each fighting for their place in society. The young Bigoodee embarks on Lady Rozenbilt’s extravagant seaplane where high society, criminals, and monsters intermingle. This
voyage will forever change his life. A complete story that takes place in the same universe as
the critically acclaimed District 14, by award-winning authors Gabus and Reutimann.

God!

12

What
are they?

13
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Different Ugliness
Different Madness
(L’Autre Laideur l’autre Folie)
Marc Malès

Format: 20.7 x 28.5 cm, softcover, b & w, 128 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Finnish & Indonesian
America, 1930, the Golden Age of Radio. When two people from
separate worlds collide, the dark secrets they’re burdened with start to spill out. A stunningly beautiful woman, Helen, travels aimlessly across the United States, taking the
first train that comes without knowing the destination. Her path crosses that of the
reclusive Lloyd Goodman, better known as the attractive and sexy voice of the “playboy
of radio.” But he has a secret…his voice is as dazzling as his face is repulsive. Lloyd,
embarrassed by his appearance, disappeared from the limelight at the height of his fame.
As Helen struggles with the terrible memories of a personal trauma, her meeting with
Lloyd changes their lives forever. Marc Malès's lyrical prose and expressive art tell a
heart-wrenching story of the healing power of human connection.
69
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Katharine Cornwell
Marc Malès

Format: 20,7 x 28,5 cm, softcover, b & w, 143 pages, one-shot
A theatre actress starts to confuse reality with the stage, life with
comedy. This is a story about the deep loneliness of human beings
once their “cardboard scenery” is taken away from them… Beautiful and sad. In the tradition of Different Ugliness, Different
Madness (L’Autre Laideur, l’autre Folie).

Le Chant des Pavots
Alain Penel & Pierre Wazem

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, softcover, b & w, 144 pages, one-shot
Two fans of an over-the-hill Jazz musician take a road trip and end
up in New York City. Their journey soon becomes a living nightmare. A dark and muggy graphic novel, infused with an American
road movie and a deep sense of the blues.
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Bretagne
Pierre Wazem

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, softcover, b & w, 192 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: Italian
January 1942, in the confines of the North African desert,
French forces plan to create confusion among the Italian occupying army. A history of men full of doubt, searching for answers,
and fighting for survival.

graphic novels
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Like a River (Comme Une Rivière)
Pierre Wazem

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 112 pages, one-shot
With a loaded shotgun barrel in his mouth, a widowed old
man is ready to pull the trigger just as he is abruptly interrupted by the unexpected visit of his long-forgotten son. What
ensues is a poetic, emotionally raw tale of familial bonding.

Snow Day (Sur la neige)
Pierre Wazem & Aubin

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 112 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
A Chilling crime noir set in a small town in America's heartland. An outsider sheriff struggles to find his place in an
isolated, snow-covered town populated by stubborn residents
who are set in their ways and don't take too kindly to strangers. It's a place where folks mind their own business—however odd it may be—and do
as they please. That is, until the calm, quiet sheriff decides to do his job... By the artist
working on the Franco-Belgian classic Blake and Mortimer.

…are You outta
your mind?

Goddammit,
Spencer…

The retreat
(Week-end avec Préméditation)
Pierre Wazem & Tom Tirabosco

Format: 19 x 26 cm, softcover, b & w, 112 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
Friendship put to the test amid death, mourning, and nostalgia. Two friends take off for a weekend to a remote mountain
area to reminisce about their third friend, now gone, taken by
this mountain. From mundane conversations to intimate confidences, the two remaining pals remember their departed friend, their unique friendship, and all those things
that are often left unsaid, but that remain floating in the silence.
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Bien sûr que
ça existe !

Mais ça
existe ?…

c’est tout
autour…

Mm…

tout autour
des villes,
quoi !

Format: 22.5 x 29.7 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 6 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch, German, English (US & UK), Spanish, Italian,
Japanese & Croatian

Papa ?

Mmh, quoi ?
tu me déconcentres…

j’y vois déjà
plus clair !

The colorful and poetic journey of a little girl who discovers a parallel world at the heart of the industrial metropolis she lives in.
Addidas is a bright and quirky young girl who spends most of her
time helping her widowed father in his job as a chimney sweep. When Addidas ventures too far
into a chimney, she encounters a bizarre new friend and in the process destabilizes a long-established system. From prolific independent European creators Wazem and Peeters comes a touching
and existential story that balances its fantastical elements with poignant and realistic themes.

Non mais
ce que je voulais
dire, c’est…

Pourquoi est-ce qu’ils
construisent toujours
des villes dans
la campagne ?

Pourquoi ?
j’en sais
rien !
y’a plus
de place !

12

Adrift (Vagues à l’âme)
Gregory Mardon

Format: 19 x 26 cm, b & w, 112 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English & Spanish
A poetic tale of a life at sea, exploring how travel, adventure,
and chance encounters can shape both individuals and future
generations. Gregory Mardon pays a heartfelt homage to his
grandfather, who left from Northern France in the 1930s to
enlist in the French Navy and went on countless globe-spanning adventures. A story
full of tenderness, humor, and melancholy, told with keen insight and intimacy.

The Ark (Noé)
Stéphane Levallois

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 160 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English & Italian
A near-silent allegorical fable of man vs. nature that stunningly explores the medium’s potential. A lone figure in a
diving suit drags an enormous wooden ark through the desert, scarring the earth with its deep furrow. A plane crashes.
A zeppelin prowls the azure skies, its crew seduced by caged women, while Bedouins
and soldiers clash under the blazing sun. This poetic tale entrances as it pulls all these
elements and characters together into a haunting yet mesmerizing canvas.
20/10/2015 09:58
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The Czar’s Officer (Kizilkum)
Iwan Lepingle

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 120 pages, one-shot
It’s the dawn of the 20th century and Vassili Andreievitch is bored
in Saint-Petersburg. He’s about to achieve every man’s goal: he’s an
officer in the Czar’s army, he’s almost engaged, and… He’s afraid
his life will be nothing but tedious calm. To shake things up, he
requests a transfer to Samarcande, at the far reaches of the Empire.
But what he’ll find there will change his world forever. Vassili’s appetite for thrill will be rewarded by pain and challenges—and he’ll soon learn his worst enemy isn’t the one he expected…

Meanie Cricket (La Teigne)
Thierry Robin

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 128 pages, one-shot
Two protagonists, dark humor and… a silent tale! In this
wordless series of amusing vignettes, two opposite bugs are
pitted against each other: one foul and bad-tempered, the other
fat and kind. A masterfully drawn book and a lesson in visual storytelling.

Lost Memories
(Si j’ai bonne mémoire)
Alexis Robin

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 192 pages, one-shot
A young, successful painter, Julian lives a happy life. Until
the day he crosses paths with a woman who will rock his
world: he thinks he knows her, he believes he loves her—but
he can’t remember who she is. He begins tirelessly searching
for clues, everywhere, even in the most dangerous and wild places. Lost Memories is
a stunning story where suspense meets intimacy.
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Return of the Taboo (Thomas
ou le Retour du Tabou)

Hervé Bourhis

Format: 16.5 x 23 cm, b & w, 103 pages, one-shot
At 14 years old, Thomas is no longer a child. He and his two best
friends, Pierre and Lionel, now use their frequent trips to the river
to discuss the major topic of their lives: girls! But a newcomer, Arto
Brancovicz, will soon alter the dynamics at Thomas’s school. Not
only does the new boy have a strange name, but he’s already 15, and his vast knowledge makes
the girls swoon… For the three amigos, this guy becomes the enemy to bring down.

Gilles Hamesh, Privé de Tout
Alejandro Jodorowsky & Durandur

Format: 16.5 x 23, soft cover, b & w, 88 pages, one-shot
Gilles Hamesh is a crook and a first-rate bastard! A private
investigator living in a dump in the middle of a run-down
neighborhood, he is the first in line to lay his hands on cases
with the stench of pure evil: prostitutes hacked into pieces,
transvestites torn to bits, pervert priests lacking affection…
And Gilles Hamesh seems to enjoy being in contact with such infamies. Somewhere
between a dark thriller and a provocative lampoon, this book is highly recommended to
all those who want to read and watch the most vulgar comic to emanate from mankind!

Madwoman
of the Sacred Heart
(La Folle du Sacré-Coeur)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Alejandro Jodorowsky & Mœbius
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56-72 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish, English, German, Italian, Polish, Dutch, Danish,
Greek, Japanese, Portuguese (Portuagal & Brazil), Czech & Croatian
The comedic and ironic misadventures of a confused Philosophy professor on the path
to spiritual awakening. Alan Mangel has it all. As a popular Philosophy Professor at
the world famous Université de La Sorbonne, he is wealthy, married, and academically
acclaimed. On his 60th birthday, however, Alan’s life crumbles as Elisabeth, a beautiful young student, claims she received a vision from God that he is to impregnate her
with the second-coming of John the Baptist. As Alan gives himself up to the wild forces
bullying him through life, he engages on a spiritual journey that challenges his very
“reality.” Everything once true is proven to be false. Everything once false is proven to
be true. Madwoman of the Sacred Heart is one of the most compelling and personal
works by legendary international comics superstars Mœbius and Alejandro Jodorowsky.
Translated into 13 languages
Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius

Key Points:
Awards:

graphic novels
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Rio Negro

salauds !

Iwan Lepingle

Format: 21 x 32 cm, soft cover, b & w, 112 pages, one-shot
A break from civilization is precisely what Richter was searching
for. He has fled Germany and found haven in Patagonia, beyond
the Rio Negro river, in Tierra del Fuego. When our story begins, it
has been a year since Richter has settled in his new home, but he
has yet to get to know the other people living around him. During a visit to Valdez’s—the
cattle farmer for whom he has been working—the farmer tells him that he has discovered,
near his large estate, the remains of a fire and of dead sheep with their throats cut. At that
same time, one of Valdez’s neighbors, Trehmann, and his daughter Hanna, pay Richter
a visit explaining that several of their horses have been stolen from them a few weeks prior.
There’s no doubt that these were not isolated incidents, but more likely the work of an
organized gang. Because of his desire to get out of his isolation and to know Trehmann’s
daughter better, Richter starts his own investigation to find out who the perpetrators are.

salut Trehmann,
on vient t’annoncer une grande
nouvelle : tu
vends ton
estancia.

on t’en donne
200 pesos. Vous
avez quatre
jours pour
dégager.

Autre chose :
un de nos chevaux
s'est cassé une
patte dans une tourbière ce matin. Un
accident tout con.
On s'est permis de
réparer cette
perte.

The egyptian princesses
(Les Princesses Égyptiennes)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Surtout
ne pas le regarder,
ne pas le regarder.

Igor Baranko

Grand Criminel,
laisse-moi la vie
sauve…

Format: 21,5 x 29 cm, hardcover, b & w, 120-128 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Polish & English • Press rights sold: Italian
During the 20th Egyptian dynasty, as the reign of Ramses the
III draws to a close, a dangerous plot sows disorder inside the royal palace. Conspirators
wish to hasten the end of the Pharaoh in order to place on the throne the heir of their
choice. Unaware of this conspiracy, Neck-Nefer and Titi-Nefer, the inseparable daughters
of Ramses the III, are also targeted by this malevolent plan. Victims of an ambush from
which they narrowly escape, they meet a strange character, the wise old man, Amenhotep
Hapou, who has returned among the living to solve the mystery of the burial of the cursed
Pharaoh. Pursued by their enemies and reluctantly dragged into the search by the old man,
Neck and Titi uncover the mysteries of prohibited knowledge: necromancy and black magic,
and mingle their destinies with that of the Empire. Igor Baranko’s two-volume story is a
poetic and mischievous way of adapting history, as he proves himself, once again, as one
of the most singular authors of the comics world's young generation.

Quelqu’un
semble pleurer ?…
Ou chanter…
Une chanson
lente et triste…
Dont je ne
comprends pas
les paroles…

Qu’est-ce que
c’est ?

Il y a
quelqu’un ?

Hé !

Où
es-tu ?

Qui
es-tu ?

Princesses egyptiennes.indd 31

Shamanism (La Danse du Temps)

16/04/10 14:04

I was initiated by the sacred
cannibals of the Kwakiutl tribe.
I flew to the moon, riding the
lightning bolt. Do not think that
he who released his seed in me
can discard me so easily!

- COMPLETED SERIES

Igor Baranko

You are
condemned
to remain at
my side, FourWinds.

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish & Italian
A fascinating tale of an alternate history of North America as told
through a time-spanning Native-American love story. Thanks to
the North American tribe, the Paiutes, time has been danced backwards and history has
been changed. In the world of the “Second Attempt,” the greedy pale-skinned European
“demons” never invaded. But one day, a young Lakota warrior named Four-Winds begs
the Paiutes to once again change the course of history, to prevent the death of the Pawnee
princess he loves. The Paiutes accept, but this temporal upheaval will not be without cosmic repercussions. From award-winning Ukrainian author Igor Baranko, creator of the
ground-breaking, and critically acclaimed, surrealist science-fiction graphic novel Jihad.
75

My son.
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Graphic novels

Jihad - COMPLETED SERIES
Igor Baranko

aaarh!

ah! guards!!

guards!!

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Russian & Ukrainian
Press rights sold: Greek

here,
here! faster!

o mighty conqueror
of the universe...
he’s dead!

A genre blending ensemble novel set in a world of political Science
Fiction, where the rulers of the future are haunted by the ghosts
of the past. In the year 1206 Genghis Khan and his Golden
Horde dominated an immense territory from the Pacific Ocean to the Caspian Sea with only
150,000 men. In the year 2040 the latest Russian dictator has a unique vision: to invoke the
spirit of Genghis Khan and his Golden Horde in order to create a new empire reaching from
the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic. To do this, his secret service must find the corpse of the latest
reincarnation of the infamous conqueror. Their path crosses with that of the last Chechen,
the survivor of a nuclear holocaust on his own mystical quest. Written and illustrated in
amazing graphic maturity by Ukrainian creator Igor Baranko.

Foligatto

Alexios Tjoyas & Nicolas De Crécy
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 64 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: Italian, German, English, Spanish, Chinese (simplified)
& Japanese

that is how I died in that life.
the tangut queen had a deadly
poison hidden in her teeth. the
place where she drowned herself
was later named khatun-myuren
- river of the queen.

now I recognize you.
I killed you eight hundred
years ago.

84
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…whose ardor for the festivities attains
new heights of madness.

On the third day of the five-day Carnival, Foligatto’s voice
insolently appears on the tip of the tongue of Eccenihilists…

…Over which I rule…

*love and kindness for our city

While Foligatto sunk to the depths of total apathy,
no doctor could explain the flight of his voice.

Boasting
their worthless
degrees!

incompetents,
all of them!

Eisner-nominated artist Nicolas de Crécy’s first graphic novel
is a lyrical and hauntingly beautiful tale of a tormented opera
singer. In order to curb the blood lust of Eccenihilo’ inhabitants,
a big carnival is organized. Its main attraction: the homecoming of the local golden child,
the famous castrato opera singer Foligatto. The artist’s return to his roots, however, triggers
a series of surreal events with reverberating consequences. From acclaimed creator Nicolas
de Crécy (The Celestial Bibendum, NBM’s Salvatore series, and Glacial Period).

Cease your
sniveling! You’ll
drown us in your
tears!

Knock
Knock

40
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The Celestial Bibendum
(Le Bibendum Céleste)
- COMPLETED SERIES

Nicolas De Crécy

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 64-72 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English (US & UK), Dutch, Danish, Italian, Czech,
Spanish, Japanese, Korean & Chinese (simplified)
Press Rights sold: Japanese
Nicolas De Crécy's unique work of surrealism and fantasy, starring one lonely seal pup lost in
a vast and corrupt metropolis. The Devil is everywhere in New York-on-the-Seine. But the arrival of Diego the Seal in this sinister and soulless port may just change that. Diego is courted by
the upper echelons of the city, who want to groom him for the Nobel Prize of Love. Eisner-nominated creator Nicolas De Crécy (Foligatto, NBM's Salvatore) has created a totally original
world, rich in absurdist humor, and presented in a beautiful tumult of painted colors.
Translated into 10 languages
Micheluzzi prize for best foreign comics series in Italy 2016

Key Points:
Awards:

graphic novels
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Adam Sarlech - COMPLETED SERIES
Frédéric Bézian

Format: 22,3 x 28,5 cm, hardcover, color, 49-58 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: English
No one—including the reader—remains unscathed in this trilogy of mid–19th century-set interwoven tales of love, time, revenge, and death. In the first story, new parish priest, Father
Gabriel Raven, is drawn into the sinister machinations of the notorious Malherbe family. In the second, a confused man is called to a mysterious house to work, only to be
plagued by strange sights, and stranger experiences. Finally, three men are reunited by
their old lecturer, but soon discover his motives are not as benign as they imagined. This
award-winning literary, and spectacularly dark, fantasy echoes the works of Poe and
Lovecraft, while creating a unique universe rich with bizarre characters, hidden secrets,
spiritual séances, and repressed urges.

Adam Sarlech T1.indd 9
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C’EST DANS LA COUR.

Beirut 1990: Snapshots
of a Civil War
(Clichés Beyrouth 1990)

LÀ REGARDE ! ON
LE VOIT BIEN, LÀ…

ÇA VIENT DE
PAR LÀ.

Bruno Ricard, Sylvain Ricard & Christophe Gaultier
QU’EST-CE QU’ON
FAIT MAINTENANT ?

PUTAIN !
UN TANK !

ON ESSAIE
DE DORMIR ?

Format: 19 x 26 cm, softcover, b & w, 160 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
The travel diary of two brothers in a land at war. In 1990 two
young Frenchmen, Sylvain and Bruno Ricard, set off to join their aunt working for a relief
organization. They soon unravel the curious ins and outs of everyday life in Lebanon’s
war-torn capital. More than a decade later, the brothers recounted their experiences with
the help of artist Christophe Gaultier—inspired by the photographs taken by the siblings
on their journey of discovery.

C’EST PAS
GAGNÉ.

J’ÉTEINS.

TU M’ÉTONNES.

MH.

40

41
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Bad Break (Pas de Chance)
Philippe Riche

?!

You might
just end up
believing it.

Format: 19 x 26 cm, hardcover, b & w, 216 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
A classic crime story peppered with plenty of noir tropes and
dark humor. A determined antique dealer, a bored junkyard
worker, and an inquisitive porn star join forces as they follow
the tortuous trail of a long-dead sailor. Written and drawn by Philippe Riche (The
Alliance of the Curious) in his trademark loose, yet graceful, line.

You’re… you’re
not dead?

nope,
I never
die.

50
Pas-de-chance-T1.indd 50
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Graphic novels

Bluesy Lucy (Lucie s’en Soucie)
Véronique Grisseaux & Catel

Format: 15.9 x 21 cm, hardcover, b & w, 124 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
An intimate and moving tale about the contemporary choices
of a thirtysomething woman. Lucy has just turned 30 and is
single. Surrounded by a circle of married friends or ones starting families, she feels alone and hopeless. Determined to find
“Mr. Right”, Lucy begins evaluating different suitors to various degrees of success and
absurdity. Creators Catel (Kiki de Montparnasse) and Veronique Grisseaux paint a
touching, humoristic, and realistic picture of what it is to be a young, independent…
and sometimes lost…woman in today’s modern world.
11

LUCIE S_EN SOUCIE.indd 11

Awards:

Grand Prix Diagonale of Le Soir newspaper 2018 – Catel

savant beast (Nombre)
Thierry Smolderen & Egger

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 92 pages, one-shot
A tale of murder and injustice, built as a mathematical mystery in the heart of Victorian-stiff England, Savant Beast
brings together the most unusual duo: a young generous, endearing woman and a deformed genius pariah...

graphic novels
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Manga

Shonen Manga
Omega Complex - COMPLETED SERIES
Izu & Shonen

inutile de te
cacher, SHO no
Yoshitsune !
la manipulation
du métal trahit
ta présence !

Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 192-224 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil)
What would the world be like if nuclear war between the USA
and the USSR had occurred? What if the survivors had found
a way to use radioactivity as a power source? Nevada, 1987.
10 years after the end of nuclear war, the country has been
rebuilt. Thousands of civilians are still irradiated. Fortunately, the government developed a treatment called G.H.O.S.T. (Gray-Human-Omegon-Synthetized-Treatment). By
using it, a human being can not only slow down the effects of radiation to his body; he
can control it. The Erynies are humans that can use G.H.O.S.T. to activate such incredible abilities. 23-year-old Kama is a low-ranked bounty hunter who runs a slum where
irradiated people are too poor to afford the G.H.O.S.T. treatment. His primary objective
is to hunt Erynies. One day, he is asked to capture Ananke, a young, female leader of
an extremist group responsible for stealing an H-bomb from a military base. Detonating
the stolen bomb could mean the end to the planet’s fragile peace. But with a $50 Million
bounty, Kama isn’t the only one looking for Ananke: he must compete with the greatest
bounty hunters on Earth to get to her.

Pity

Mathieu Guibe & Marie Tho
Format: 12,7 x 18, soft cover, b & w, 176 pages, one-shot
16-year-old Kaïlan can see the future in his dreams. This gift
becomes a curse when he foresees his own death. His descent
into hell has just begun and his troubled mind has only one
goal: stopping his death before it can really happen. But is it
even possible? With its classic theme of clairvoyance and all
the complexities that subsequently come with it, Pity addresses one of humanity’s most
important quandaries: do we have free will, or is everything predetermined?

Satori - COMPLETED SERIES
Niko & Klem

Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 144-176 pages, 2 volume series

Ses yeux !

Non...

The incredible and true life of Aikido founder, Morihei
Ueshiba. Ueshiba was a weak boy and a poor student, whose
only talent was martial arts. Major moments in 20th century
Japan, including the colonization of Hokkaido, the development of Manchukuo, and the Second World War, are captured
as we follow Ueshiba through his years wandering the land and practicing martial
arts. Amidst these upheavals of history and Ueshiba’s own personal journey, we learn
how Aikido was born.

... Il arrive à
prévoir mes
coups avant
que je les
porte ???

Mes
compliments,
officier
Kurokawa...

... Votre
constitution
n’a d’égale
que la
puissance de
vos assauts !

très
impressionnant
!!!

Satori T1 V13.indd 10
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All In - COMPLETED SERIES

Irons. D, N'Dish & Studio Xian Nu
Format: 11.5 x 17.5 cm, softcover, b & w, 172-176 pages, 3 volume series
Thomas is a pathological liar, a flaw that makes his life a living
hell… However, his destiny changes when he realizes his extraordinary capacity to lie—and recognize other liars—is a vital tool in the
card game, Poker! All In is the first Manga devoted to Poker. The
reader follows step-bystep the adventures of Thomas as he learns how to play the famous
card game and, in the process, climbs up the ranks in competitive tournaments. Thanks
to the advice of professional players, the writing is punctuated by realistic sets and strong
characters, each one more intriguing than the other. Finally, All In is a comedy in which
Poker reflects human flaws, while simultaneously making the world of Poker more accessible to the general public.

C’est fini
pour toi, je
te suis !

PAGE 2 à 33 ALL IN CH1 Folder.indd 33
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Pen Dragon
Mika

Les Oras sont
des animaux
majestueux
et pacifiques.
La plupart des
communautés
leur vouent
un culte
...

Format: 11.5 x 17.5 cm, softcover, b & w, 192-196 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish, Indonesian, French (Algeria) & Portuguese (Brazil)
Where DragonBall and the quest for the Holy Grail meet. Pen Doragu is the son of the unsuccessful Dragonaut hunter, Thunder. Like
his dad, he sucks at hunting Dragonauts, Machiavellian beings who
eat the eggs of the Ora, the divinities worshipped in Pen’s village. Making matters worse,
the village is about to fall under the curse of the Ora, which will slowly transform every
inhabitant into a Dragonaut. To save them, Pen has only one solution: follow the advice
of an old hermit, Merilun, and search for a very specific Ora egg. Unknowingly, our young
scatterbrain hero embarks on a quest for the Grail, facing the Knights of the Round Table.
The fate of the world is, henceforth, in the hands of the clumsiest 12-year-old boy in the
whole country.

...
... afin qu’ils
les protègent
du mauvais
sort et leur
apportent la
prospérité.

Cependant, ces dragons
blancs, comme on les appelle
également, se font de plus en
plus rare et leurs œufs encore
plus. Leur nombre est très
inférieur à celui des dragons
rouges, leur pricipal prédateur,
qui ne cessent de les traquer,
car ils raffolent
de leur chair !

tu comprends
mieux, pourquoi
leur vie est si
précieuse ?

On dit que tuer
un Ora apporte
le malheur sur
soi, mais que
manger de sa chair,
procure une force
spectaculaire
!!!

Heureusement,
les thunders
sont là
pour veiller
à ce que les
Oras puissent
s’épanouir le
plus longtemps
possible !

Pen_dragon_chap2_alb CORR_goodone.indd 4

Hand 7 - COMPLETED SERIES

09/12/09 11:20

C’est la
dernière fois
que vous
nous voyez,
entraîneur.

Sébastien Célimon & Alber CG

Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 162-182 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Indonesian

Toi tu restes, ‘Tophe. C’est
bien, tu as raison. C’était
une simulation ! Je suis
désolé, mais on les aura la
saison prochaine ensemble
et...

A sports comedy, Hand 7 revives the sports genre in Manga
while introducing a new concept: the first sports Manga devoted
to handball! A true reinterpretation of the classic Seven Samurai
story in a sports setting, it tells the story of Nina, the daughter of a mediocre handball
coach, as she tries to bring together seven players to save her father from losing his job.
She faces a small obstacle: none of the handball players in this small town want to play
for her father. She has to recruit other athletes, like Jao, the soccer player, or Kami, the
long jump star, to form a team of “mercenaries” who can quickly learn this new sport.

La saison prochaine ?
Mais Nuts, t’as rien
compris ! Avec quels
joueurs ? Ils viennent
de partir et ils
reviendront pas ! C’est
fini pour nous ! Y’a plus
de nous !

Hand7_chap1.indd 15
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Je... peutêtre que tu
as raison...
pardon...

16/08/11 13:00

Manga

B. B. Project - COMPLETED SERIES
Kaze & Shonen

Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 192-196 pages, 5 volume series
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil)
For many years the city of Kyoto has been involved in a secret
war between extremist Japanese teenagers advocating the expulsion of Gaijin (foreign people) from Japan, and others who
defend their integration. To prevent an escalation of violence
between these rival gangs, both sides have agreed to resolve the Gaijins’ fate for good, in
an underground tournament where the best fighters from each side will battle. The B.B.
Project (short for “Black Boat Project”) refers to U.S. Commander Perry’s “Black Boats”:
the symbol of the arrival of the Gaijin on Japanese soil.

je sais juste que
ce tournoi a été instauré
pour calmer les violences et
les crimes commis à kyoto
dernièrement.

... mais, par
la suite, cette même
discrimination
a continué sous
forme d’agressions
physiques...

cela avait
simplement
commencé par
des reproches
et insultes
racistes envers
les étudiants
et travailleurs
étrangers...

retourne dans
ta putain d’amérique,
tu as compris gorille
décérébré ? !

IER
ol
MEUN B
2Scho
rine
Sand Classeei High
nk
e be
Lycé

rrête
se. A !!
sseu ecs
vahi os m
d’en her n e !!
Pute d’aguic Salop

Sandrine MEUNIER
Classe 2-B
Lycée benkei High School

r

aguiche
seuse. Arrête d’
Pute d’envahis nos mecs !!
Salope !!
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Vairocana - COMPLETED SERIES
Moa Hato

Format: 11.1 x 17.2 cm, softcover, b & w, 176 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: French (Algeria) & Portuguese (Brazil)
A story mixing adventure and fairy tale, Vairocana explores
the myth of the hero in a wholly original, yet classic, fashion!
The prince of the Szak territory, Iska, inadvertently releases the
ancient monster Nue, when he steals the katana that had sealed
away the beast for 400 years. The monster’s first victim is Iska’s father. Because of his
action, Iska is also cursed by an evil power… To atone for his fatal mistake, Iska,
along with the stolen katana, embarks on a dangerous journey, chasing down Nue to
the ends of the world in order to make him pay for his sins. Legend dictates that Nue
can only be killed by one weapon, the famous katana “Yukihira” which was manufactured by a demon in the Temma clan.

Iska ! C’est
toi qui as
fait ça ?

C’est toi
qui as
retiré le
sceau ?!?

Je ne savais
pas que...

Je...

... j’avais
également
porté préjudice
aux spectres de
province...

Je... je suis
désolé...

Je dois
récolter
seul les
fruits de ma
semence...

Je dois
porter seul la
responsabilité
de mes actes.

PAGE 87 à 116 CH3 rep.indd 20
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Karos & Kalon

Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 172-176 pages, 3 volume series
The first comedy set in Business School! Nicolas has spent the
first 19 years of his life in Ayet, an isolated village deep down
in Lot-et-Garonne, in the south of France. Since childhood,
he’s been trained for just one single purpose: to become a great
wine-producer, as the heir to his father’s estate. He’s never been
to school and has spent his life only between grapevines and private studies, and his
knowledge of the outside world doesn’t stretch far beyond the boundaries of his village.
But the family business is in danger because of competition coming from Spanish wines.
There is only one solution: to modernize their business structure. Nicolas’ father must
send his son to a Parisian business school, where he will gain the necessary knowledge
to save the family business from going bankrupt. Nicolas has no choice: torn between
his fears and his desire to discover a new world, he must leave his beloved countryside
for the first time ever and discover the life of the Institut National du Commerce, full of
parties, associations, freshman weekends, and of course, love stories.

manga
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c’est ta
dernière chance,
nicolas... de ta
prestation ici va
dépendre toute ta
vie future !

je
sais
...

ambiance western :
‘‘aïaïaa... woua woua
wouaah !’’

je
pense
que je suis
prêt !

Shojo Manga
Kairi

Audrey Diallo & Janina Görrissen
Format: 11.1 x 17.2 cm, softcover, b & w, 160 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil)

shin,
bouge-toi !!

mais
qu’est-ce que
tu fais ?!

Kairi is a 17-year-old girl living in Chiba, near Tokyo. While she
celebrates her boyfriend’s birthday with him, her parents die in a
car accident. It’s the beginning of a life full of tragedy for the
young Kairi, who will have to grow up much faster than expected. From the sale of her
parents’ house to a suicide attempt, not to mention a break-up with her boyfriend, Kairi
takes the reader into the torments of teen life in this realistic drama. Kairi’s stories depict
the hardship of living in modern society when you are completely alone and helpless.

envoyez une
ambulance au
112 chibashi
tchyuuouku !

il y a une
jeune fille qui
s’est ouvert
les veines... !

shin ?

Seinen Manga
E-Dylle

Karos, Nola & Kalon
Format: 12.7 x 18 cm, softcover, b & w, 176 pages, 2 volume series

Je
crois
que c’est
elle !
mais...

The first investigative romance Manga ever written! Florent Capentier is a successful man: after completing his studies with excellent
grades at the National Institute of Commerce (where he met the characters of Love’Inc), he now runs a famous online dating agency:
edylle.com. Thanks to his website, Florent becomes a very wealthy man, and desired by the
most beautiful women. Yet, for his 30th birthday, his closest friends try to help him find
the true meaning of happiness by searching for a way to help him love someone other than
himself. A letter Florent wrote, but never sent, proves that he had once truly been in love…
But with whom? His friends are going to try everything to find out… Will you be able to
guess who it is before they do?

... c’est
bizarre,
elle semble
assez différente
de sa photo
d’époque !

Bah !
le poids
des années,
sans doute !
mais il faut
qu’on en ait
le cœur
net !

Tengu-Do - COMPLETED SERIES
Nikolavitch & Rossetto

Mais...

Format: 15 x 21 cm, softcover, b & w, 144 pages, 3 volume series
Rights sold: Indonesian & Portuguese (Brazil)
A young man, disciple of a sword master, decides to hunt the
Tengu, a demon creature that has kidnapped his master. On
his quest for the Tengu, he enters a labyrinth from which he’ll
never escape. Tengu-Do (which roughly translates to “The Way of the Demon”) is
a diabolical story based on a complex temporal maze that both the hero and the reader
unwittingly enter. Beginning in the context of traditional medieval Japan, this tale
of 12 chapters takes the character through time, from the epic battle of Kyushu, to the
destruction of Hiroshima, and to the story’s fatal conclusion: the infernal and eternal
return of destiny.

C’était le
printemps, il y a
une minute...
Et le coucher
du Soleil!

Allez, viens ! Le Tengu se
terre au cœur de l’éternité.
alors cette marche
au travers du temps est le
seul moyen de le débusquer,
de toute façon. Cette façon
de voyager, c’est
la deuxième chose,
qui te manque. Alors,
observe, et apprends.

Page 62 à page 91 chapitre 3 tengu.indd 6
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C’était le
printemps, dans
un siècle.
Et il nous en
reste encore
deux à traverser.

09/12/09 17:02

Manga

Erotic

24

Gullivera (Gulliveriana)

Can’t be too careful...
This time I’m wearing boots
and I’m taking a sword
ashore with me.

Milo Manara

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 68 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: German, English, Chinese (complex), Japanese,
Portuguese (Brazil), Czech, Croatian, Polish, Dutch, Greek, Finnish,
Turkish & Russian • Press rights sold: Russian & Greek
Loosely inspired by the adventures in Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, sensually revisited by an undisputed master
of erotic comics. After boarding an abandoned ship, the young and beautiful Gullivera
encounters strange new worlds and exotic new people, from tiny Lilliputians to teasing
giants and a few other titillating stops along the way… The erotic graphic novel adaptation of Gulliver’s Travels, as told by the unique and playful pen of Milo Manara.
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Key Points: Translated into 14 languages Awards:

– Manara
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Grand Prix Saint-Michel, Brussels 2016

The Golden Ass (L’Âne d’or)

Later that evening…

Milo Manara

come now! it was only
rumors I heard… At the thermal
baths. I meant no offense! now, if
you’ll Excuse me, I am very tired.
I’m going to bed.

I’d be honored if
Pamphile were to teach me
a little about her
magic arts…

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, Portuguese (Portugal & Brazil), Chinese (complex),
German, Dutch, Danish, Finnish, Greek, Czech, Polish, Turkish &
Croatian

Who dared tell
you about those things?
Who told you about my magic?
There are too many gossips
around here!

As soon as night had fallen, my
Photis appeared, smelling even sweeter
than the roses which she wore…

The erotic graphic novel adaptation of one of classic Roman literature’s most legendary stories, as told by one of erotic comic’s
most legendary artists, Milo Manara. The adventures of the young Lucius transformed into
a donkey and subject to the vicissitudes of a life of wandering. An array of thieves, sorcerers,
and beautiful women cross his path, challenging him in more ways than one… Inspired by
The Golden Ass of Apuleius, a titillating tale that is a must-have for Manara fans.
12
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Key Points: Translated into 12 languages
Awards:

Grand Prix Saint-Michel, Brussels 2016 – Manara

Deviant Virtues (Troubles Fêtes)
Rose Le Guirec & Régis Loisel

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 76 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: German, Dutch, English, Danish & Finnish
Press rights sold: Czech
This trilogy of short tales illustrated by of one of Europe’s
greatest comic creators, Loisel, explores the erotic side of rituals
and festivals. In The Offering a curvaceous young nymph is offered as a sacrifice to a mythical monster, only for rescue to come in an unlikely form. The
Bonfires of St. John tells the voyeuristic misadventures of a Middle Ages virgin. While The
Ceremony is set in Venice at the beginning of the 20th century, when a young pregnant
woman joins her lover during a mystery laden Venetian masquerade ball.
T 24 U
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Awards:
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Grand Prix of Angoulême 2003 – Régis Loisel
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Les Larmes du Sexe
Varenne

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 88 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: Spanish & German
Les Larmes du Sexe makes up part of Alex Varenne’s hardto-find classics. Varenne is one of the uncontested masters of
the 1980s and ‘90s who contributed greatly to the pages of the
legendary publications Charlie Mensuel and L’Echo des
Savanes. This collection compiles illustrated sketches and poems dedicated to female
sensuality, and through which Varenne uncovers a series of ribald fantasies with the
utmost class. A work that is both art and literature.
44
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Angel Claws (Griffes d’Ange)
Alejandro Jodorowsky & Mœbius

Formats : 30 x 40 & 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, b & w, 72 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, Croatian, Portuguese
(Brazil), Danish, Swedish, Finnish, Czech & Japanese
Press rights sold: Spanish
The duo of Alejandro Jodorowsky and Mœbius lead us on a
sensual and poetic journey, creating before us an erotic masterpiece. In Angel Claws, frequent collaborators Alejandro Jodorowsky and Mœbius (The
Incal, The Eyes of the Cat) indulge their more risqué sides as they describe a young woman’s sexual awakening. Suggestive eroticism quickly evolves to metaphysical delirium.
Translated into 11 languages
Grand Prix of Angoulême 1981 – Mœbius

Key Points:
Awards:

REYNARD THE FOX
(Le Roman de Renart)
Jean-Claude Forest & Max Cabanes

Format: 30 x 40 cm, hardcover, b & w, 40 pages, one-shot
Rights sold: English
An erotic and sensual transposition of the famous medieval
novel. With this liberal and bawdy adaptation of The Novel
of Reynard, Forest, creator of Barbarella, restores the earthy
realism and verve of the medieval text. The characters, wearing animal masks, are drawn
with vigor and vitality and speak in a delightful manner, a mixture of old French, French
slang, English, and Italian. Cabanes, quite at ease in this world, renders it with richness
and subtlety, demonstrating a graphic mastery that truly takes one’s breath away.
Grand Prix of Angoulême 1990 – Max Cabanes • Grand Prix of Angoulême 1983
– Jean-Claude Forest

Awards:
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Eros Gone Wild (Fripons)
Collective

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 64-80 pages, 4 volume series,
short stories
Rights sold: English, Italian, German, Spanish, Dutch, Danish, Czech,
Italian & Portuguese (Brazil)
Press rights sold: Czech, Norwegian, Turkish, English, Spanish, Italian
& Portuguese (Brazil)
The masters of European comics lend their indelible talents to this erotic anthology.
First published by Les Humanoïdes Accociés in the 1990s, the Fripon books are a collection of naughty short stories by the greatest authors, such as Bilal, Druillet, Forest,
and Gibrat, among many others. Fred Beltran drew the covers, in a convincing 1950s
style, in order to give these books the wonderful look they deserve.
42
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Pin-Up Girls
Fred Beltran

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, one-shot
Many will fall head over heels for this book by international sensation Fred Beltran! Brunettes, blondes, or redheads;
Siberians, Japanese, Californians, or French girls; they all
have generous proportions and “come to bed” eyes. This cheeky
world tour is a paean to womanly curves!
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Totendom

Gabriel Delmas & Robin Recht

ET CET ENFANT
NE POURRA RIEN
CHANGER !

IL CAUSERA
TA PERTE !

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
During a period when the Western Empire is immensely powerful, Darius is emperor and living god. His power is uncontested
as his army has the mightiest of warlords. The most faithful
of them, Count Dante—the Emperor’s, and the army’s, favorite
general—is called upon to push back the barbarians amassing on the Eastern Front.
Dante is helped by his wife, Jeanne, herself a great warrior revered by the soldiers. As she
is pregnant, she refuses to fight this last battle, and unsuccessfully pleads with Dante to
give up fighting as well. Unfortunately, Jeanne’s fears are well-founded and, without
any explanation, the reinforcements do not arrive. Dante and his army are cut to pieces
by the enemy troops. Did Emperor Darius decide to punish Dante for his dangerous
splendor, one that might one day threaten his very throne? An epic of love and blood full
of the evocative expressionism that marks much of artist Robin Recht’s work.

PÈRE !

DANTE, CHER
ENFANT, TU CONTRARIES
LES DIEUX…

ET IL NE FAUT JAMAIS
CONTRARIER LES DIEUX !

7
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Tir Nan Og

Fabrice Colin & Elvire de Cock
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Dutch
In the middle of the 19th century, famine and misery force thousands of Irish people to leave their country and migrate to the
United States, the land of all hopes and dreams. What many do
not know is that a parallel exodus is taking place in the Celtic fairy world, which is
populated with fairies, elves, and dwarves, and whose destination is Tir Nan Og. The
entrance to this enchanting land is the same as that of their human counterparts: New
York City. Tir Nan Og, however, has gradually fallen into oblivion. Fifty years later, in
1899, Stephen, a member of a gang of street thugs, discovers in an underground subway
system an ancient map marked with enigmatic dots. Without realizing it, the boy is dragged
into a magical and age-old conflict between the world of Tir Nan Og and the world of the
dreaded Teknees, evil beings spawned during the Industrial Revolution. He will discover
that the salvation of the land of the fairies now depends solely upon him.

Les Enfants du Crépuscule
Massimo Semerano & Marco Nizzoli

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Italian
In a world somewhat similar to ours, monsters and other nightmarish creatures have to live alongside humans. Stronger and more
intelligent than humans, these mutants were, throughout the centuries, the victims of the worst persecutions, but they also wrote some of history’s bloodiest
pages. They are now gathered in a ghetto called “The Cloaca” in the great city, and are
forced to do the most arduous of jobs. It is in this morbid world that Alice and her young brother Polo arrive, in search of a solution to Polo’s own seemingly immutable transformation.

89
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Sans Dieu

Olivier Hug & Denis Medri
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 56 pages, 3 volume series
Press rights sold: Italian
In a city without gods, and on the brink of destruction, the
discovery of a divine relic restores hope. The city’s counsel puts
together a coalition to undertake a desperate mission in enemy
territory. Faith makes for the most formidable of weapons, and
the kingdom’s only hope for survival now lies with one of the most eclectic bunch of anti-heroes ever assembled!
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Seed

Alex Cruz & Marc Riou
Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series

Inspecteur ?
Quoi ?

Henry is a run-of-the-mill guy, but on the same day he receives a strange mask from an unknown sender, he kills his
wife. In addition, his arm, once paralyzed as a result of a
childhood accident, now possesses an unbelievable strength
and a will of its own. Before the police even find out about
the murder of his wife, Henry is recruited by a small group of people. They explain to
a horrified Henry that like them, he is a Seed, one of the 1,000 children of the Demon
whose mission is to destroy the human race and restore the original land of Eden on
Earth. Despite their heritage, they are the good guys, trying to resist their evil instincts
and fight the other, more malevolently inclined, children of the Demon. Or are they?

J’pensais que ça vous
aurait intéressé de
jeter un coup d’œil
avant que ça aille
au labo.
Merci.
Il y a plein de
trucs du même genre
dans la baraque mais
c’est le seul qui est
taché de sang.
Moi je l’aime
bien.

C’est
moche, vous
trouvez
pas ?

Ben
pas moi.

Oh, je
ne sais
pas…

C’est
vraiment
une horreur
de faire ça
à quelqu’un.

Il vous
fait peur ?

Elle a
sans doute
eu peur
aussi.

13

Les Hérésiarques
Carlos Portela & Das Pastoras

Format: 24 x 32 cm, hardcover, color, 48 pages, 2 volume series
Rights sold: Spanish & English
Agon, a great hunter and warrior, lives in a world where tribal villagers make bloody sacrifices to a seemingly never-ending
pantheon of both good and evil gods. Angered by the unnecessary sacrifice of his love, Aldara, to the hideous god Madorak,
Agon rejects the gods and sets out on a journey to reclaim Aldara’s soul. Along the way,
Agon is assisted by Beluch, a lion-headed man with problems of his own.

various
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12

peut-être
bien…
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